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Abstract

In a typical High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster system, a node is the
elemental component unit of this architecture. Memory and compute resources are

tightly coupled in each node and the rigid boundaries between nodes limits compute
and memory resource utilization. The problem is increased by the fact that HPC
applications have a widely varying per-node memory footprint due to diverse application
characteristics, differing problem sizes, and strong scaling. In fact, 25% to 76% of
the system’s total memory capacity typically remains idle. Disaggregated memory
offers a way to improve memory utilization, as memory becomes a pool that can be
dynamically composed to match the needs of the workloads. It enables fine-grained
allocation of memory capacity to jobs while maintaining the cost-effectiveness and
scalability of a cluster architecture.

A key component for the distribution of computing power within the cluster
infrastructure is the Resource and Job Management System (RJMS) or simply resource
manager. Its goal is to satisfy users’ demands and achieve acceptable performance
in the overall system utilization by efficiently matching requests to resources. Even
though several researches on RJMS have been carried out to solve problems related to
the current state–of–the–art on HPC systems, memory disaggregation is still under
development. Therefore, adopting a disaggregated architecture means redesigning the
resource manager services. In this thesis we propose an efficient memory disaggregated
infrastructure for a cluster resource manager and its evaluation at scale through a
structured simulated experimental methodology employing a contention model that
models the impact of shared resources in disaggregated scenarios.

Sharing common memory devices or interfaces in a disaggregated infrastructure
may incur an unsatisfactory loss of performance because concurrent memory access
can saturate the resource; we start our study by introducing a systematic methodology
to build a contention model. Extensive real-machine experimentation and the results
of workloads have shown that our contention model predicts performance degradation
with at most an average error of 1.19 % and max error of 14.6 %. Compared with the
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state–of–the–art, the relative improvements are almost 24 % on average and 33 % for
the worst case.

In sequence, we argue that it is possible to increase throughput and utilization
using memory disaggregated in a resource manager. We show that depending on the
level of imbalance between the system and memory demands of scheduled jobs, memory
disaggregation enables resource savings of up to 33% compared to the state–of–the–art
resource manager. In addition, on average, it can increase the memory utilization by a
factor of 1.6, while having almost 90% of Central Processing Unit (CPU) utilization.

In our study, we also investigate how critical memory demand bounds are for
maximising system throughput and minimising job response time. We analyse to what
degree the users would have a natural incentive to provide accurate memory bounds.
We demonstrate that even when there is a large effect on system throughput (-25%)
and response time (5 times higher), there is a very little direct incentive for the users to
be accurate in their estimates, with only an 8% increase in response time. We further
demonstrate that taking advantage of memory temporal and spatial imbalance among
jobs delivers improvements up to 18% in throughput, 38% in throughput per dollar,
and up to 69% reduction in job response time (median) when there are imbalanced
memory usage and overestimated demands on underprovisioned systems.

Overall, we believe our study provides valuable insights on the importance of design
space exploration for disaggregated memory HPC systems. We demonstrate that by
understanding disruptive architectural changes on future systems and the demands
of the workloads, system provisioning can be carefully designed to achieve the best
cost–benefit.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In distributed systems, HPC infrastructures involve a large number of nodes intercon-
nected by a network to solve a wide range of problems. From a higher perspective,

the node is a fixed set of computing resources (e.g., processor, memory, storage) con-
nected to a single motherboard that can only be used by the applications running on the
given node [1]. These infrastructures tend to be designed with a fixed memory capacity
per node based on the most memory-demanding applications that run in the system
in order to deal with occasional peaks of data [2–4]. Due to the current node-based
constrained architecture, large idle fractions of processing or memory capabilities can
not be accessed by other nodes when Input and Ouput (I/O) intensive tasks are running
in a given node [5]. Since applications have a wide range of memory demands, from
tens or hundreds of megabytes up to gigabytes per core [6, 7], the mismatch between
fixed proportionalities and diverse sets of workloads leads to substantially underutilized
resources [8, 9].

Furthermore, processor and memory technologies are advancing at a diverging rate
in the past two decades. Upgrading components can be a challenge, especially for
the memory resource, since these two resources need to be upgraded together [10, 11,
2]. To keep up with emerging technologies and deal with different requirements of
applications, the system should have the ability to be flexibly augmented with new
memory technologies [2]. As a result, to mitigate scalability issues of node-based
systems and efficiently satisfy memory-driven applications, disaggregated approaches
have been proposed in order to allow a flexible and finer-grained allocation of resource
capacity to compute jobs [2, 12–14].

In the disaggregated design, individual components such as processor, memory,
and storage are interconnected over a network [15–19] rather than being restricted
to a bus on a single board [20]. These resources exhibit different trends in terms
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of cost, performance, and power scaling [12]. While storage has been one of the
first resources to be disaggregated, memory is much more challenging [21]. However,
advances in network speed and scalability with new technologies, are enabling fast
access to hardware components that are disaggregated across the network [22]. Such
trends are making memory disaggregation feasible and pushing forward research
efforts toward its realization. The EuroEXA family of projects (ExaNoDe, ExaNeSt,
ECOSCALE) [16, 23], for instance, provides a global physical address space and the
ability for cores to access remote memory via Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
or direct load–store instructions.

Adopting a disaggregated architecture also means redesigning the environment and
services that execute on HPC clusters to manage its new features. A key component in
this infrastructure is the RJMS, throughout this document also called resource manager.
It is responsible for efficiently tracking the cluster’s physical resources, submitting
and scheduling jobs, managing the queue of pending jobs, and reporting the status to
the users. A lot of research around resource managers has been carried out to solve
problems related to the current state–of–art on HPC systems. As an example, we
have the Slurm [24] resource manager, a popular open-source RJMS that provides a
modular and plugin architecture highly configurable for several extensions. However,
since disaggregated systems are still under development, all resource managers assume
the prevalent node-based architecture which couple together memory and processing
resources within node limits. Memory management is still bonded by the node’s
processing unit availability, which means that nodes without idle cores are excluded
from further allocations, even though there is memory capacity available to be used.

Allocation policies are in their infancy for these novel disaggregated memory systems.
It is important to investigate them to discover the best algorithm or heuristics to be
employed for both performance and efficiency. To facilitate research efforts in such
new architecture without practical prototypes, our methodology and validation take
advantage of the design presented by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC)’s
Slurm simulator. It is based on the original source code of the Slurm resource manager
and its modifications comprise mainly job execution and synchronization. Furthermore,
as demonstrated in [25] the simulator has stability through deterministic results from
multiple same-input executions and accuracy at the level of real machines, which
will allow us to seamlessly simulate different developed strategies using disaggregated
memory on several distinct systems.

Nevertheless, in disaggregated memory systems, requests from resource-hungry
applications can be executed consuming resources from other nodes, while others
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can share memory to better exploit capacity and improve performance [26]. As a
consequence, sharing common memory devices or interfaces may incur an unsatisfactory
loss of performance (called degradation or slowdown) because concurrent memory access
requests can saturate the component [22]. Several general approaches to predict the
performance degradation had been proposed [27–29], including the Slowdown based
method which relates computing demands to applications degradation. They had been
successful for single node co-scheduling, but they have not been applied to disaggregated
memory.

My1 thesis focuses on modeling the impact of sharing resources in disaggregated
scenarios (Part II), proposing an efficient memory disaggregated infrastructure for
a cluster resource manager and its evaluation at-scale, and proposing a structured
simulated experimental methodology based upon controlled submission of workloads
traces (Part III).

1.1 Challenges and Contributions
In this thesis, our principal interest lies in achieving the same overall performance by
reducing the system’s total memory capacity. Concretely, we address the following
challenges:

Estimating Performance Degradation. The allocation of memory capacity for
a disaggregated system to compute nodes is performed in a more flexible way since
the resources are interconnected over a network [30]. Applications running on different
nodes can share memory devices and interfaces, thus performance can be affected
by contention [22]. However, in the disaggregated architecture, cache capacity is not
shared among multiple applications, which removes a major contributor to application
performance. Prior works have been successful for single node coscheduling [27–29],
but they have not been applied to disaggregated memory. For this reason, our analysis
is driven by the demand for memory bandwidth, which has been shown to have an
important effect on application performance.

Part II of my thesis focuses on performance predictions in a shared resource
contention environment. Before actually implementing and supporting disaggregated
features in modern resource managers, we must have a reliable mechanism of assessment
for scheduling decisions and job placement. We must also understand the degradation

1In what follows, unless stated otherwise, I will use the words: I, My, We, and Our to refer to my
exclusive contributions.
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caused by resource sharing in disaggregated memory scenarios to guide future proposals
and developments. Applications sharing resources may suffer unacceptable amounts
of degradation, thus the resource manager must be able to avoid such scheduling
and maximize resource utilization while keeping application performance. Estimating
performance is a challenge for multiple reasons: 1 We must remove the effect of cache
resource in our contention model. 2 Disaggregated memory prototypes are still at
the research level.

In Chapter 4, we introduce a systematic methodology to build a Slowdown based
method. We show that profiling the application slowdown often involves significant
experimental error and noise, and to this end, we improve the accuracy by linear
smoothing of the sensitivity curves. We also show that contention is sensitive to the
ratio between read and write memory accesses, and we address this sensitivity by
building a family of sensitivity curves according to the read/write ratios. Extensive
real-machine experimentation and the results of workloads have shown that the models
predict performance degradation with at least an average error of 1.19 % and max error
of 14.6 %. Compared with state-of-the-art, the relative improvements are almost 24 %
on average and 33 % for the worst case.

Increasing Throughput and Utilization. In existing HPC systems, the rigid
boundaries between compute nodes limits compute and memory resource utilization.
HPC applications are rarely co-located on a compute node [10], so they have exclusive
access to self-contained nodes, and any of the node resources that are not used by the
running application cannot be made available to other applications. This problem of
stranded resources is especially critical for memory [1] because HPC application memory
demands vary dramatically, by orders of magnitude, due to application characteristics
and strong scaling [6, 7].
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Figure 1.1 Resource utilization when the system matches the job’s demands and when
there is a mismatch.
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Figure 1.1 shows an example timeline of total system memory and CPU utilization.
In Figure 1.1a, the mix of jobs matches the memory provisioning (system has 25%
large capacity nodes and 25% of job CPU hours need large capacity nodes),2 and
average CPU utilization is high, at 81%. Figure 1.1b shows the same system, but this
time 50% of the jobs need large capacity nodes. In this case, both CPU and memory
have low utilization (both average less than 48%). The cluster system clearly has
abundant unused CPU and memory resources, but they are not available for use by
the applications.

In Part III of my thesis, we address the problem of using memory disaggregated in
a resource manager and show that it is possible to increase throughput and utilization
using remote memory capacity. In Chapter 6 we show that depending on the level
of imbalance between the system and memory demands of scheduled jobs, memory
disaggregation enables resource savings of up to 33% compared to the state–of–the–art
resource manager. In addition, on average, it can increase the memory utilization by a
factor of 1.6, while having almost 90% of CPU utilization compared to the Baseline.

Simulated Experimental Methodology. Research in job scheduling cannot be
easily done using a production system. Optimizing its policies for HPC system
performance and user experience is a complex and multi-dimensional problem. It is
impractical to perform large-scale experiments on a real production machine since
doing so will likely negatively impact the service delivered to users. Furthermore,
disaggregated memory prototypes are still at the research level, and system software
is immature. In Part III of my thesis we also address the problem by providing a
simulated experimental methodology based upon controlled submission of workload
traces to evaluate the resource manager’s allocation decisions and their implications of
considering memory as a disaggregated resource.

We use a simulation approach for two main reasons. Firstly, there are no large-scale
HPC systems with disaggregated memory hardware including a complete software
stack. Secondly, and more importantly, simulations allow studies to be performed
more quickly without occupying the resources of large-scale production systems. We,
therefore, extend an existing simulation approach using Slurm resource manager to
account for memory bandwidth contention in disaggregated memory leveraging an
extension of our contention model (Part II). We then use the extended Slurm simulator
to determine the overall system throughput, job queuing, and execution time of distinct
large-scale HPC systems.

2Details of the experimental evaluation are in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Implication of Memory Demands on System Performance. Even though
dynamic resource assignment has been explored in [31–34], HPC job schedulers require
the definition of the upper bound usage as the initial request to statically assign
resources to jobs and to guarantee the necessary resources throughout its complete
execution [11, 35]. The request is based on the user’s knowledge or experience estimating
the resources, whose configuration remains unchanged once allocated to a job [11].
Nevertheless, users likely overestimate their demands to avoid having the job killed [36–
38, 2]. Even in a scenario of memory disaggregation, system throughput and response
times have large effects when users overestimate their requests.

In addition to this problem, Peng et al. [10, 11] demonstrated that jobs in current
HPC systems use only a fraction of the memory capacity, with imbalanced memory
usage happening across compute nodes and time in a job. To shorten the time to
solution, applications with good scalability are distributed over a large number of nodes
to accelerate execution, resulting in low memory consumption on a single node [10].
So, the imbalanced usage on a few nodes in a job causes severe underutilization of
resources allocated due to the homogeneously configured nodes [11].

In Part III of this thesis, we investigate how critical memory demand bounds are for
maximising system throughput and minimising job response time (defined to be waiting
time in the queue plus execution time). We analyse to what degree the users would
have a natural incentive to provide accurate memory bounds. We further investigate
the potential of dynamically managing disaggregated memory. To better understand
disruptive architectural changes on future systems, job memory usage details are critical
for guiding design space exploration. In Chapter 7 we demonstrate that even when
there is a large effect on system throughput (-25%) and response time (5 times higher),
there is very little direct incentive for the users to be accurate in their estimates, with
only an 8% increase in response time. We further demonstrate in Chapter 8 that
taking advantage of memory temporal and spatial imbalance among jobs, delivers
improvements up to 18% in throughput, 38% in throughput per dollar, and up to 69%
reduction in job response time (median), compared to a static policy, when there are
imbalanced memory usage and overestimated demands on underprovisioned systems.

1.2 Outline of Thesis
The most significant contributions of my research, detailed in the previous section,
are as follows. 1 A Slowdown based method to predict applications performance on
shared disaggregated memory scenarios. 2 An efficient disaggregated infrastructure
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implemented in a popular RJMS. 3 A structured simulation methodology based
on the submission of job traces to study several distinct scenarios and the impact of
memory provisioning on the system.

This thesis is organized into five Parts, with nine Chapters arranged according to
the outlined structure. The Prologue, which serves as Part I, introduces and provides
details about the thesis and is followed by the subsequent chapters:

• Chapter 1 briefly contextualizes the research and introduces the motivations of
this work. We also present the challenges faced during the completion of this
work and its contributions.

• Chapter 2 describes basic concepts to the understanding of this thesis. We provide
a background on RJMS, the concept of resource disaggregation, and different
workload datasets that can be employed to simulate the system’s performance.

• Chapter 3 discusses the extensive body of related work. We begin listing works
related to estimating performance degradation and how we differentiate from
them. We further list previous works toward realizing memory disaggregation
and we close the Chapter by summarizing the considerations of disaggregated
works.

The Part II of this thesis, titled Modelling Contention-Aware Performance Prediction
Technique, elaborates on our methodology and the results of our study on modeling the
effect of shared resources in disaggregated scenarios. This is discussed in the subsequent
chapter:

• Chapter 4 describes the performance prediction methodology and the developed
contention model for disaggregated memories. It also details the hardware
used to run our experiments, the set of single and multi node applications we
profiled to create the contention model, and the concept of disaggregated memory
employed in this work. Much of the content in this Chapter is presented in our
papers [39, 40].

In Part III of this thesis, titled Allocation and Scheduling In Disaggregated Memory
Systems, we present the proposed disaggregated infrastructure for a cluster resource
manager and its evaluation at-scale using a structured simulated experimental method-
ology. It is extensively detailed in the following chapters:
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• In Chapter 5 we introduce the methodology and simulated infrastructure used in
this work to evaluate the proposed disaggregated approaches. We also detail the
methodology applied to generate the workload employed in all our experiments.
The methodology detailed in this Chapter is employed in our papers [40–42].

• Chapter 6 introduces how we extended the resource manager to support disag-
gregated memory, its evaluation at scale, and how we integrated the developed
contention model in our simulated environment. The content of this Chapter can
be found in our paper [40].

• In Chapter 7 we investigated how the system’s overall throughput and response
time would be affected, according to various assumptions on the user’s ability
to predict the memory consumption. We demonstrate that users should receive
incentives to provide accurate memory usage estimates, therefore having less
impact on the overall performance. The contributions presented in this Chapter
are published in our paper [41].

• Chapter 8 investigates the impact of dynamic memory management and memory
demands on system throughput, response time, and cost–benefit. We find
that even when users correctly estimate their maximum memory usage, system
performance increases up to 12%. We can achieve even higher improvements in
performance when the demands are overestimated in underprovisioned systems.
Our paper [42] under submission presents much of the content of this Chapter.

Finally, in Epilogue (Part IV) which is essentially the Chapter 9, followed by the
Bibliography (Part V) we summarize the conclusions of all thesis contributions, give
future research directions and list the references used during this research.

1.3 Publication List
This thesis is based in part on the following published papers:

1 Felippe Vieira Zacarias, Rajiv Nishtala, Paul Carpenter, “Contention-aware ap-
plication performance prediction for disaggregated memory systems”, in Proceedings
of the 17th ACM International Conference on Computing Frontiers. 2020.

2 Felippe Vieira Zacarias, Paul Carpenter, and Vinicius Petrucci, “Improving HPC
System Throughput and Response Time using Memory Disaggregation”, In IEEE 27th
International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Systems (ICPADS), 2021.
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3 Felippe Vieira Zacarias, Paul Carpenter, and Vinicius Petrucci, “Memory De-
mands in Disaggregated HPC: How Accurate Do We Need to Be?”, Best Paper
Award in the International Workshop on Performance Modeling, Benchmarking
and Simulation of High Performance Computer Systems (PMBS). IEEE, 2021.

The following publication is under preparation:

1 Felippe Vieira Zacarias, Paul Carpenter, Vinicius Petrucci, “Dynamic Memory
Provisioning on Disaggregated HPC Systems”.

1.4 Artifact List
This thesis also provides all materials used during our work in the hope that others
can extend and build new insights upon it. The products of this work are available to
the public and can be found in:

1 Artifact for Contention-aware Application Performance Prediction for Disaggregated
Memory Systems. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.5647805

2 Artifact for a Simulation approach to evaluate disaggregated memory. DOI: 10.5281/zen-
odo.5806389

3 Artifact for a simulation approach to evaluate the effects of memory demands on
disaggregated memory. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.5537135

4 Artifact for dynamic memory provisioning on disaggregated HPC systems. DOI:
10.5281/zenodo.7881019

https://zenodo.org/record/5647805
https://zenodo.org/record/5806389
https://zenodo.org/record/5806389
https://zenodo.org/record/5537135
https://zenodo.org/record/7881019


CHAPTER 2

Background

In this Chapter, we introduce some basic concepts that will provide the bases to
understand the problem discussed in this thesis. We define the concept of RJMS and

its relevance to HPC systems. We then describe a popular resource manager for HPC
systems used in this work, as well as the applied simulation infrastructure based on it.
We also give an overview of the novel concept of memory disaggregated solutions and the
importance of researching HPC resource management for this upcoming architecture.
Finally, we detail the characteristics of the datasets applied to the performance analysis.

2.1 Resource and Job Management System
The increasing number of computational resources and heterogeneity in modern HPC
systems has created a diverse and enormous infrastructure that can be used to deal
with a wide range of problems. However, exploiting the power of these systems is
not an easy task as node architectures have become more complex [43]. The lack of
proper software responsible for efficiently allocating the varied available resources may
ultimately yield fragmentation, low system utilization, and increased user waiting times.
Accordingly, a varied number of RJMS have been developed to manage these large scale
compute clusters. The task associated with this middleware is to distribute computing
power to users within the parallel infrastructure. It attempts to satisfy users’ requests
and achieve good system utilization by efficiently assigning it to the resources [44]. User
allocation requests, which include various constraints and specifications of resources,
will be treated in the system as a scheduling object called Job.

The two main concepts around RJMS that capture its basic activities are the job
scheduler and resource manager [45, 46]. Job schedulers will match jobs to resources
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from several users with different priorities, resource requests, and duration. While
the resource manager deals with distinct resources capabilities and availability to well
utilize them given the jobs being executed. According to [45, 46], the key functions
associated to a RJMS are depicted in the Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Resource and job management system architecture. Figure reproduced
from [46, 45].

The typical workflow of a RJMS is as follows: Users send jobs through the job
lifecycle management function, which in turn places the jobs in the pending queue
to wait for scheduling. The function will also be responsible for applying queue
management policies to sort and prioritize pending jobs according to some criteria.
The resource management function provides the scheduler with aggregated information
from the detectable resources within the system. Further, the scheduler allocates and
assigns the resources to run the job. Finally, the job execution function launches the
job on the resource and manages closing down and cleaning it upon job completion.
Statistics about the jobs will be logged by the job lifecycle function for historical
purposes of investigation or administrative use.

There has been significant evolution in the sophistication of resource management
and job scheduling as resources and jobs have become more diverse. A number of
schedulers have been developed over the years to address various supercomputing and
parallel data analysis as well as computer, network, and software architectures [46,
44, 45]. We can list several softwares as Portable Batch System (PBS) [47, 48], Load
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Sharing Facility (LSF) [49], LoadLeveler [50], Moab [51]. And open-source alternatives
as Slurm [24], Maui Cluster Scheduler [48], Terascale Open-source Resource and QUEue
Manager (TORQUE) [52] and OpenLava [53]. Among them, Slurm [24] is one of the
most popular [37] and used resource and job management system on current HPC
systems.

2.1.1 Slurm Resource Manager

Slurm is an open-source HPC resource and job management system which features a
scheduler with a multi-threaded core and a plug-in module architecture [46]. Since it
uses a modular architecture, it is highly configurable with a variety of extensions for
workload, queueing, scheduling, sharing, etc. Figure 2.2 illustrates the main components
of Slurm’s architecture.
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Slurmctld
(backup)

slurmdbd
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scontrol

sinfo

squeue

scancel

sbatch

User commands
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slurmd slurmd slurmd.....

Controller daemons

Compute node daemons

Other
clusters

Figure 2.2 Slurm’s architecture. Figure reproduced from [54].

Slurm uses a centralized manager (or controller), slurmctld, which is responsible
for scheduling, allocating resources to jobs, monitoring job execution, and mediating
contention to resources through a queue of pending jobs. Each compute node executes
an instance of the slurmd daemon, which communicates with the controller to receive
work, manage job execution on the node and return the completion status. Users
interact with Slurm through a set of command-line tools to submit jobs, terminate
queued or running jobs, and request system information and job status. The setup
can also have an optional Slurm database daemon, called slurmdbd, responsible for
recording the cluster account information in a single database. System administrators
can use available administrative tools to monitor and/or modify configuration and
state information on the cluster.
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The default node allocation of Slurm is the exclusive also known as server-based
or node-based allocation mode. In this allocation mode a job is placed only if a node
can satisfy the amount of requested core and memory resources [55], so even if not
all resources within the node are utilized by a specific job, no other job is allowed to
share the resource. As a matter of fact, many HPC systems disallow the colocation of
different workloads on the same compute node to minimize the negative impact caused
by inter-workload interference [56, 10].

To deal with the inefficiency of the exclusive mode, Slurm allows fine-grained cluster
management by tracking core and memory resource usage. However, in environments
where memory is a resource of interest, the user must specify the maximum amount of
real memory per node or per core. Due to its node-based approach, requests for more
memory per node than is available cannot execute, because Slurm does not allow jobs
to use more than the physical memory capacity. Furthermore, memory and processing
unit are tightly coupled, which means that if there is a memory resource available but
no cores, the resource will not be used in the scheduling process. To deal with this
problem, users tend to explore the job scalability, distributing it over a large number
of nodes, therefore decreasing the memory required per node.

The allocation and scheduling of a job works as follows, after the submission of a
job, the resource manager executes one preliminary analysis of the request through
the same process applied in the real scheduling. However, instead of launching the
job, it only asserts whether the job can run in that particular architecture given its
demands. This quick evaluation promptly raises possible errors for the user preventing
the execution of the job. Figure 2.3 presents a simplified diagram of the sequential
interactions that take place during the job scheduling process.

Jobs ready to scheduling are selected from the global queue of pending jobs. Then,
all available nodes that meet the job’s demands in terms of resources (ex. cores and
memory) are selected to further evaluation. At this initial point, memory is only a
constraint if the requested memory is higher than the node’s physical memory. Once
the list of potential nodes is completed, the Selection plugin decides the nodes that
best satisfy the request. This stage consists of removing nodes that at this moment
don’t have enough idle processing or memory resources to support the job and later,
selecting nodes based on a specified policy. The final step modifies the system state
information to allocate the resources and initiate the batch job. When the batch job
finishes, allocated resources are freed and become available to be used by other pending
jobs.
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Figure 2.3 Simplified sequence diagram for Slurm scheduling process.

2.1.2 Slurm Simulator

Optimizing the job scheduler and its policies for HPC system performance and user
experience is a complex and multi-dimensional problem. It is impractical to perform
large-scale experiments on a real production machine since doing so will likely negatively
impact the service delivered to users. The BSC Slurm simulator proposed by [57, 25]
enables a precise and deterministic evaluation of the job scheduler by running it in a
simulation environment (it can be found in [57]). It is based on the original Slurm source
code so, unlike theoretical models, it is able to capture all parameters and behavior
that occur in a real environment. This feature gives the simulator the possibility of
applying Slurm parameters used in real environments to have a more precise evaluation
of its executions.

The Slurm simulator uses the standard slurmctld controller and a simplified slurmd,
which emulates job execution on a cluster node. In addition, the Slurm simulator
manager (sim_mgr) reads the input trace, submits jobs to the controller at the correct
submission time, and manages the overall simulation. Figure 2.4 depicts the simulator’s
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architecture and its main components. It also details in orange the modules included
or modified in the Slurm structure, while the yellow boxes represent modules with
little or no modifications.
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Figure 2.4 Slurm simulator’s architecture. Figure reproduced from [25].

The components coordinate the execution through a multi-semaphore synchroniza-
tion approach depicted in Figure 2.5. Slurmd unlocks the first semaphore after finishing
all message exchanges with the controller. It enables the simulator manager to add
one second to the simulation and process all the events of that second (ex. submitting
jobs to the controller). Then, the second semaphore is incremented by the simulator
manager to unlock slurmd communication with the controller. During its execution,
the simulator generates standard output logs for job completion and daemon execution.

do_work()

post(simulator)

wait(slurm)

wait(simulator)
do_work()

send SIM_HELPER
wait response

post(slurm)

get SIM_HELPER

do_work()

respond ok

sim_mgr slurmd slurmctld

Figure 2.5 Slurm simulator’s synchronization process. Figure reproduced from [25].

The simulator receives as input a standard Slurm configuration file (slurm.conf )
and a trace capturing the HPC job submissions and actual execution times. The
configuration file specifies the number of nodes and queues, selection and scheduling
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policies, and so on. The trace binary input used for the simulation is based on the
Standard Workload Format (SWF) [58, 59] (see details in Section 2.3.1), which is a
standardized way to describe the submission of jobs to a system. The simulator can
therefore use existing real logs or traces from synthetic workload generators that are
publicly available in online repositories as in [60].

2.2 Disaggregated Memory
Although Cache Coherent Non Uniform Memory Access (ccNUMA) machines are
available with hundreds of sockets, for example, Silicon Graphics (SGI) Altix [61]
and Bull Coherent Switch (BSC) [62], it is difficult to scale cache coherent systems
to thousands of nodes. Modern HPC systems are therefore typically built from
thousands of ccNUMA nodes communicating via a fast interconnect such as InfiniBand
or OmniPath. However, they often suffer from memory underutilization [55].

According to [2, 10, 55], the fundamental reason is the current node-based memory
allocation. Computing and memory resources are tightly coupled in each node, resources
are requested in units of nodes, and job memory allocation is based on peak usage.
Furthermore, HPC systems provide little flexibility in provisioning memory, because
Dual In-Line Memory Module (DIMM) should be installed in a balanced way across a
small number of memory controller channels, leading to coarse-grained rules of thumb
like the common 2 GB per core [6].

However, memory utilization varies widely from one job to another over time across
the nodes, which results in underutilization when there are jobs with small memory
footprint [10, 55]. Additionally, many jobs on HPC systems also overestimate their
memory demands, thus underutilizing memory slots dedicated to the specific jobs [2].
Consequently, HPC systems suffer from stranded resources because memory that is
not used by one job cannot be used by another on a different node.

Enabled by the advances in network technologies, several approaches have been
proposed towards a general-purpose architecture to disaggregate resources, as an alter-
native to the monolithic node-based approach. By providing a fine-grained allocation
of resources, they aim to solve the problem of imbalance in memory usage and expand
memory capacity by exposing the global memory to all machines. This scenario is
boosted due to several factors which we can mainly cite the increase of in-memory data
processing, instead of providing large memory nodes with lower efficiency regarding cost
and power, the memory disaggregation allows more memory than locally supported by
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a node, and the overestimation when users allocate worst-case scenarios to request for
computational resources.

In the disaggregated design, individual components such as processor, memory, and
storage are interconnected over a network to share memory but without cache coherent
data sharing [63, 16, 18]. Figure 2.6 presents an example of a disaggregated design. In
this design, every resource is managed as a pool, and a node is assembled based on the
user’s request. The EUROSERVER [16], ExaNoDe [23] and EuroEXA [64] family of
projects has pioneered a disaggregated system architecture, which provides a global
physical address space and the ability for cores to access remote memory via RDMA or
direct load–store instructions. By appropriately configuring the cache policy, remote
memory accesses can be cached locally. The dReDBox project [63] built a low-power
architecture with an optical network connecting hot-pluggable modules that provide
compute, memory, and accelerator resources. Its software-defined global memory and
peripheral resource management offer fine-grained resource allocation on-demand to
improve utilization.
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Figure 2.6 Example of disaggregated architecture. Figure reproduced from [2].

In this context of continuous efforts from the academia and industry to realize
memory disaggregation with low monetary cost, high performance, and low latency,
the new concept of the Compute Express Link (CXL) [65–67] emerged. It is an
industry-supported cache-coherent interconnect for processors, memory expansion, and
accelerators. Designed to be an open standard interface for high-speed communication,
CXL maintains memory coherency between CPU memory and the attached devices [66,
67]. Its reduced software stack complexity yields low-performance impact, as the direct-
connected memory can be accessed with roughly the same latency as a Non Uniform
Memory Access (NUMA) hop [68, 69]. Therefore, CXL provides a practical basis to
implement memory disaggregation in terms of low latency interconnect protocol [68].
However, it has not been made for production yet [30].
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In our work we use the disaggregated architecture model shown in Figure 2.7. It
is inspired by recent disaggregated memory models and the UNIMEM approach [16],
which implements a global address space and allows its access either using ordinary
load–store instructions or RDMA. Similar to these designs, our architectural model
features computing units that execute their own Operating System (OS), and can
access memory attached to it (local memory access) as well as memory attached to
another computing unit through a global interconnect (remote memory access). The
design supports caching locally at the unit that requested access or remotely at the
unit attached to the memory.
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Figure 2.7 Model architecture for memory disaggregation. Remote memory accesses
are routed to the appropriate node through a global interconnect.

2.3 Workload and Job Traces
According to [70, 71, 58, 72] the study and design of computer systems requires good
models of the workload because it has a large effect on the observed performance.
Therefore, realistic workloads are crucial to determine performance in practice. The
need for realistic workloads is important in evaluating supercomputers because they
are very expensive, therefore it is rarely an option to conduct extensive experiments in
production [70].

Most systems maintain accounting logs for administrative use, describing valuable
information about all the activity on the machine, and also about the attributes of
each job that was executed [58]. However, there is no standard for parallel schedulers,
and each one defines its own log format [73]. On the other hand, workload models are
based on some statistical analysis of workload logs, in order to expose their underlying
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principles. They enable the creation of new workloads that are statistically similar to
the observations but can also be changed at will [58].

2.3.1 Standard Workload Format

To help the researchers use real or synthetic workloads and ease the use of workload
logs and models, Chapin et al. [58] defined the concept of the SWF. Applying this
standard, programs that analyze workloads or simulate systems only need to parse a
single format applicable to several workloads [59]. A major breakthrough in this design
is the possibility of using the format for both real and synthetic workloads [58].

The SWF follows some principles, it stores each workload in a single file with one
line per job, has space-separated fields, and has exclusive use of numerical values [73].
The fields were chosen so that all information from logs would be saved except very rare
fields [58]. Irrelevant or missing fields for a specific log or model appear with a value
of −1, and all other values are non-negative. The standard allows comments starting
with the semicolon [59], which are ignored during the parse. Usually, at the beginning
of the file, there are several such lines describing the workload and the environment
from which the traces were collected. It also uses the line number as the unique job
identifier. Identifiers for jobs from workloads converted to the standard format are
discarded since they are not always integer or unique [58].

The standard was established when the main concerns were arrival time and
basic resources such as processors and runtime. Feilteson et al. [73] pointed out that
researches suggest it might be important to follow the dynamics of resource usage. To
use such data, the standard workload would need to be augmented with additional
data that includes multiple records of the same job. Both the original data about the
jobs and the additional file including the dynamic records would be associated based
on the job identifier.

2.3.2 CIRNE Model

The CIRNE Comprehensive Model [70] provides a model for supercomputer workload
to tackle problems found with previous workload models, more specifically modeling
request time and the possibility of cancellation. In order to do that, it uses four logs
from different distributed memory machines. It models the arrival pattern, execution
time, requested time, status, and job sizes of those logs to generate similar workload
logs. To better capture the dynamics of the system, the model takes into account
the seasonal working day cycle to fit the arrival instant, as typically more jobs are
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submitted during the day than at night. Another insight captured by Cirne et al. [70]
when modeling the logs is that there is a strong correlation between short execution
time and poor request accuracy, as failed jobs usually terminate sooner and therefore
having in general poorer accuracy than completed jobs. The model then derives the
execution time from the explicitly modeled accuracy and requested time to complete
the reproduction of synthetic workload traces.

2.3.3 Google Trace

To support the research on scheduling for large-scale compute clusters, in 2020 Google
released detailed scheduling information from 8 different Google compute clusters
(cells) [74]. Each cell is a collection of machines that operate as a single management
unit. The traces describe several days of workload on a single cell and it is separated
into several tables, which store information provided by the management system and
the individual machines. The trace has data from two kinds of resource requests the
cluster scheduler receives, a job which describes resources needed and computations a
user wants to run, and an alloc set, which describes the resources reservation the job
can run. Each job may run several tasks, which inherit several properties from the job,
e.g. priority, resources request [74].

Jobs may be classified according to their assigned priority, which defines how they
will be scheduled. Jobs with the lowest priorities usually incur low or no internal
charges, and have weak or no Service Level Objectives (SLO). These jobs can be
evicted to ensure that higher priority jobs receive their expected level of service, as
jobs in this category require high availability [74]. All jobs also have a scheduling
class property that roughly represents how latency-sensitive the job is. Higher values
represent more latency-sensitive tasks (e.g. user-facing service jobs) and lower values
represent non-production tasks or often batch jobs (e.g. development, non-business
critical analyses, etc.) [75].

The trace does not have the exact hardware specification of each type of node, as
some attributes have been obfuscated for confidentiality reasons, especially resource
requests and utilization measurements. Memory sizes are normalized and scaled by di-
viding their values by the maximum machine memory size observed across all traces [75].
The usage values are reported from a series of non-overlapping measurements, typically
5 min long. During each measurement period, the data is sampled once per second
and the memory usage collected every sampling period is aggregated into average and
maximum usage over the time window [75].
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2.3.4 Grizzly Trace

In 2019, Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) released an HPC memory usage trace,
which details the memory usage of three HPC clusters in the period from late 2018
through early 2019 [56, 76]. In this thesis, we use the dataset for the largest system,
Grizzly [77], a mid-range TOP 500 supercomputer with 1490 nodes, each with 128 GB
DRAM. The complete Grizzly trace consists of 53.4 GB of (uncompressed) data, which
comprises over 70, 000 jobs and 560 million records.

Table 2.1 % of maximum memory usage per node for all jobs in Grizzly trace. (Small:
≤ 32 nodes; Large: > 32 nodes)

Max memory use Usage
(GB/node) All Small Large

(0,12) 73.29% 63.5% 77.77%
[12,24) 12.43% 20.24% 8.86%
[24,48) 8.17% 8.45% 8.04%
[48,96) 5.65% 6.98% 5.04%
[96,128) 0.46% 0.83% 0.29%

The memory usage for this dataset is collected using the Lightweight Distributed
Metric Service (LDMS) [78], a framework for collecting metrics data from computational
systems without a significant negative impact on the application’s performance running
on the system. The data is a periodic snapshot, relatively fine-grained (once every ten
seconds) of the free and active memory statistics for every node. It identifies which job
used that memory. Since the job identifications are unique, it is possible to identify the
parallel jobs running between multiple nodes and therefore deduce the job’s number of
nodes and duration [56].

Table 2.1 presents the Grizzly trace memory distribution considering the maximum
memory used by every job in any node. Even though the system utilization is reported
to be 78% [56], it is clear from its distribution that memory wise the system is
underutilized and provisioned to run the worst cases. We can notice that the majority
of jobs use less than 24 GB. According to [56], average node level memory utilization
is 18% of its capacity and there is a large gap between the node’s worst-case memory
usage and its common case utilization. We can also see similar numbers in Peng et
al. [10] whose results show that for a different HPC system, more than 90% of jobs
utilize less than 15% of the node memory capacity, and for 90% of the time, memory
utilization is less than 35%.



CHAPTER 3

Related Work

In this Chapter, we discuss the work related to this dissertation. We begin the Chapter
by discussing the topic of estimating performance degradation in Section 3.1. Given

the importance of the disaggregated approach and all the challenges in its development,
it is also important to pay special attention to the problem of characterizing the
performance degradation of an application when sharing resources in this architecture.
The rest of the section will present prior efforts to identify, quantify or model the
applications’ performance due to shared resource contention.

Section 3.2 presents previous works toward realizing memory disaggregation. Some
of the listed works propose page based solutions that are either implemented on the
kernel or as an extension of the hypervisor memory management. Section 3.3 presents
some works that address utilization and the dynamic characteristics of resource usage.
We also discuss the topic of accessing and pricing schemes for disaggregated systems,
since the current models (often based on core-hours) should be adapted to take into
account the disaggregated resources in the newly developed architectures. And finally,
Section 3.4 summarizes the considerations of disaggregated works and the analyzes
carried out in this thesis.

3.1 Performance Prediction Modelling

Slowdown Based Methods — De Blanche et al. [28, 79] propose a slowdown based
characterization method to estimate the applications’ slowdown when sharing the
memory bus. Their sensitivity curve is obtained using synthesized memory traffic
and the contentiousness is found using performance counters. De Blanche et al. use a
fixed read or write ratio to create the sensitivity curve, while, for better accuracy, we
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calculate the performance degradation using the sensitivity curve that best represents
the interfering application.

Bubble-Up proposes a generalisable methodology for predicting performance degra-
dation from contention for shared resources in the memory subsystem [27]. For
Bubble-Up, sensitivity, and contentiousness quantify occupancy of the Last Level
Cache (LLC), but it is pointed out that the methodology can be applied to other
metrics. Since Bubble-Up only considers cache occupancy, it cannot be applied in
its original form to our problem, which has separate caches. The work is further im-
proved in [80] to dynamically measure the application’s sensitivity for latency-sensitive
applications.

Bandwidth Bandit [29] proposes a quantitative profiling method for analyzing
the performance impact of contention for shared memory resources to determine the
application’s sensitivity to latency and bandwidth. For performance prediction it uses
a bandwidth graph, which is a quantitative description of the application’s sensitivity
to bandwidth contention, then it finds the throughput of a given number of co-running
instances. Rather than stealing cache capacity as it is done in the author’s previous
work [81] (see below), Bandwidth Bandit executes the applications in the same socket
using 𝑛 instances of a single-threaded application.
Cache Contention — Several works have been proposed to model how applications’
performance is affected by changes in the amount of available shared resources, especially
cache capacity. Our work does not use cache interference, as it is misleading when
coscheduling applications using separate cache hierarchies [28]. Eklov et al. [81] propose
a methodology to measure application performance and bandwidth as a function of the
cache capacity occupied by an interfering application. Zhao et al. [82, 83] capture the
aggregate cache and bandwidth utilization of all cores and characterize the performance
degradation using a regression approach, which admits different sub-functions depending
on which contention factors are dominant.

Casas et al. [84] present a methodology that quantifies an application’s utilization
of the memory hierarchy, specifically, the capacity and bandwidth of shared caches
to predict the application’s performance when the required memory resources are not
available. Casas et al. qualitatively demonstrate that their validation methodology has
higher accuracy than prior work [81, 29].
Online Mechanisms — The following works provide online methods to estimate
the performance of applications already running in contention and using simulation.
Subramanian et al. [85, 86] and Xiong et al. [87] use, respectively, the memory request
rate, cache access rate, and Instructions per Cycle (IPC) to estimate the slowdown
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for individual applications. Their method involves giving high priority to the target
application for a short time to estimate the value of its respective metric if the
application were running alone, and then using this value to calculate the experienced
interference. Barve et al. [88] present an open-source framework that covers a wide
range of application classes to guide providers in building performance models. The
framework can be used to predict interference levels and make effective resource
management decisions. In its offline phase, it defines and clusters a collection of
resource utilization metrics and specifies a resource stressor prediction model. The
model is applied in the online phase to stress a target application across different
resource utilization regions to train a model, later this model is used to predict the
application performance at runtime.
Interference-Related Benchmarks — The subsequent works provide a set of
benchmarking tools to identify or create contention in shared resources rather than
predicting the performance of applications under contention. Delimitrou et al. [89]
present a collection of microbenchmarks to apply contention or to identify shared
resources an application creates contention to, and similarly, the type and amount of
contention the application is sensitive to. Xu et al. [90] propose a profiler based on
supervised machine learning to identify bandwidth contention in NUMA architectures.
Molka et al. [91] use multiple micro benchmarks to stress different resources in the
memory system to identify hardware performance counters that can be used to detect
problems caused by memory access.

In contrast to the aforementioned works, our modeling approach provides improve-
ments for a singular reason: Our approach targets performance prediction due to
sharing of disaggregated memory, while the prior works use application working set
size or local bandwidth as their measure of pressure to create the sensitivity curve.
As noted in this thesis, the cache contention characterization method is misleading
for predicting the performance of applications using separated cache hierarchies. For
this reason, we proposed using a family of smoothed sensitivity curves to account
for varying ratios between read and write memory accesses to increase accuracy and
decrease the effect of outliers. Our results in Chapter 4 show that our Slowdown
methodology is a good approximation for predicting the performance of applications
under remote memory access interference delivering higher prediction accuracy than
the state–of–the–art with an average error of 1.19% and max error of 14.6%.
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3.2 Disaggregated Solutions
Since disaggregated architectures are being developed and full scale prototypes are not
ready yet, researches have been mainly focused on the requirements needed to support
memory disaggregation [92]. Moreover, despite the promising benefits of resource
disaggregation it is still unclear how to properly manage it [22], especially at a large
scale.
Memory Disaggregation Systems — Gu et al. [14] implement a scalable and
decentralized remote memory paging solution to enable memory disaggregation. It
divides the swap space of each machine and distributes the pages across many remote
machines using RDMA operations for all remote I/O operations. Its architecture
comprises a block device and a daemon that executes in every machine without central
coordination. The block device exposes an I/O interface to the virtual memory manager
which treats the address space as a fixed size partition, while the daemon runs in user
space and responds to memory requests. Their solution is implemented as a loadable
kernel for Linux using RDMA for communications.

Jo et al. [55] present better performance than [14] by introducing a novel RDMA-
backed caching layer for memory disaggregation. They develop a custom paging module
that automatically adapts to the memory access patterns of individual processes to
minimize the inherent overhead of remote memory accesses. Yoon et al. [93] develop
a paging based memory disaggregation system on top of unikernels. It provides fast
remote memory access improving page fault latency by overlapping the page fault
handling with asynchronous network requests and leveraging unikernels features to
remove inter-process security checks and locks latency. Their solution achieves up to
2.2× higher performance in real-world workload compared to the paging based system
presented in [94].

Lim et al. [26, 18] propose a remote memory blade that can be used for memory
capacity expansion to improve performance and for sharing memory across servers.
They extended the Xen hypervisor to emulate a disaggregated memory design where
remote pages are swapped into local memory. Shan et al. [22] rely on the concept of
splitkernels architecture to break the OS functionalities into loosely-coupled monitors
to manage the hardware components. They use a two-level resource management
mechanism to support their disaggregated architecture. The global managers perform
coarse-grained global resource allocation and load balancing, and they can run on
one normal Linux machine, while each monitor works at the lower level, manages a
hardware component, virtualizes and protects its physical resources. They emulate the
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disaggregated hardware components using commodity servers and assert the advantages
of disaggregation in resource packing, failure isolation, and elasticity.

Peng et al. [10] implement a user-space remote paging library to allow exploration
of applications using disaggregated memory. Their architecture contemplates nodes
with fast but small local memories and large but slow remote memories, and it is
aided by the library, which evicts local pages and fetches remote pages when the local
memory is exhausted. They studied performance characteristics such as access patterns,
local/remote memory ratios, and network connectivity.

Cao et al. [95] present a shared-memory based memory paging service to improve
Virtual Machine (VM) swapping system. Their solution creates a compressed shared
memory swap area between host and VMs, intercepts and redirects the swapping traffic
to this area. They leverage the idle memory present in the host or other VMs on the
host to implement the proposed disaggregated memory system. Buragohain et al. [21]
present a performance emulator for disaggregated memory architectures. It works by
injecting delays to protected portions of the virtual address space of the process under
emulation that correspond to the remote disaggregated memory. The user can specify
the amount of local and remote memory, the interconnect bandwidth, and the remote
access latency, then the delay will be calculated. Their work showed good accuracy
and low overhead in remote memory emulation.
Hardware-level Disaggregation — Pinto et al. [31] present ThymesisFlow, a fully-
functional software-defined disaggregated memory prototype using commercially avail-
able hardware components. The architecture introduces the concepts of a borrower,
which uses the remote memory, and a lender that donates it. Its design leverages
the latest cache-coherent attachment technology for off-chip peripherals to intercept
memory transactions and realize the endpoint functionality. They analyze the impact
of disaggregated memory by measuring the performance of cloud applications and
demonstrating acceptable performance.

The system presented in Guo et al. [96] improve some aspects presented in [22]
by proposing a new co-designed hardware-software for memory disaggregation. Its
architecture includes computing nodes using a user-space library, which is in charge
of handling request ordering, retry, congestion, and incast control of the application’s
memory requests. It also contemplates a memory node device that runs the logic for
all data accesses and handles the metadata and control operations. Bielski et al. [63]
propose for the orchestration of its introduced disaggregated architecture a software
component called Software Defined Memory (SDM) Controller integrated into the
OpenStack framework. It interacts with agents running on the OS of the memory,
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compute, and accelerator modules. Its task is to receive allocation requests from the
modified OpenStack compute service scheduler, then select and reserve resources with
power awareness. After the selection, a subsequent component called synthesizer will
forward all necessary configurations to all involved devices. Currently, the authors
are evaluating their architectural proposal through simulations. Another approach is
UNIMEM [97], which was developed by the EUROSERVER [16], ExaNoDe [23] and
EuroEXA [64] projects. UNIMEM implements a global physical address space for Arm
architecture accessible by ordinary load–store instructions and RDMA.
Considering Scheduling — In a disaggregated architecture, the coordination of all
the hardware and software falls under the control of the management software [1]. It is
a key component for the distribution of computing power within cluster infrastructures.
Its goal is to satisfy users’ demands for computation and achieve a good performance
in the overall system utilization by efficiently matching requests to resources.

Papaioannou et al. [1] propose a resource scheduling and network management algo-
rithm designed for a disaggregated data center. The scheduler allows the administrator
to define policies, which are enforced through a set of weights. Then taking into account
the weights, the work assumes that each VM request comes with a set of requirements
(cores, ram size, and network bandwidth) that need to be connected, so it does an iter-
ation of filtering, prioritizing and sorting the selected computing and network resources
to take the best decision. The proposed scheduling is evaluated using simulation, which
demonstrated the scheduling algorithm can improve resource utilization compared to
state-of-the-art algorithms and thus reduce energy consumption.

Zervas et al. [8] propose a set of algorithms to allocate and maximize resource
utilization for a disaggregated data center based on the dRedBox architecture. The
algorithms are first fit, best fit, and two network locality based algorithms. To evaluate
the proposal they developed a simulator that performs orchestration and allocation of
resources with reservation of their network bandwidth and interconnection to serve VM
requests. Their simulated results show the importance of network aware algorithms
and resource locality between compute and memory in terms of bandwidth and latency
to maximize resource utilization.

Farias et al. [92] use traces of a representative production system to simulate
a scheduling considering disaggregated architectures. In this work, they focus on
investigating the efficiency gains when the scheduler can create new logical servers or
increase the capacity of those existing, concurrently with the scheduling process. Their
results show that using a disaggregated approach the fragmentation decreases compared
to the server-based architecture, as more important jobs are allocated simultaneously,
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and power management features may switch off the unused resources to yield substantial
energy savings.
Considering HPC — Although the data center is a dominant target for disaggregation,
we can cite a few works towards HPC applications and environments. Allcock et al. [98]
present an analysis of a system architecture using a dynamically allocatable Random-
Access Memory (RAM) pool over the network. The system consists of an external
memory appliance connected to the clusters’ infiniband switch, as well as a set of
software interfaces to access them through its kernel driver. The authors present four
different use cases, including in situ analysis, machine learning, quantum chemistry
simulations, and virtualization to evaluate the performance of the applications using
this model. They demonstrate that there are applications that take advantage of this
model with an acceptable performance impact.

Uta et al. [99] implement an in-memory distributed file system to manipulate unused
memory and bandwidth of cluster nodes running other applications. In their system,
a set of nodes can be reserved to have its memory capacity augmented using remote
memory. The user can register their nodes as remote memory nodes to a secondary
queue along with the amount of available memory, or the system administrator can
enforce all nodes to be registered as remote nodes. They use scientific workflows, HPC,
and big data applications to evaluate their design, which presents overhead below 10%.

Kommareddy et al. [2] use a simulation model to investigate allocation policies for
disaggregated memory architectures using non-volatile memory. They implemented a
centralized memory management entity on top of Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST)
simulator and evaluate four memory allocation policies designs. In its architecture, the
memory manager and external memory are kept remotely and each node is connected
to them through external links. Since their focus is for HPC systems, their designs are
validated using HPC applications and calculating the performance in terms of IPC.

Kwon et al. [100] propose a memory centric disaggregated system architecture to
execute deep learning algorithms. In their system, the memory nodes are interconnected
to the accelerators through a high-bandwidth and low-latency signaling link within
the accelerator and serve as a transparent memory capacity expansion. They present
three systems interconnect design points that integrate the memory nodes and discuss
their trade-offs in terms of bandwidth utilization and overall performance. Through
simulations, they show better results than a conventional approach and also increasing
in system-wide memory capacity.
Considering Cloud Computing — In order to increase resource utilization, energy,
and operational cost efficiency in data centers, few works address disaggregated re-
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sources by modifying their virtualized environment or using advanced implementations.
Zhang et al. [101] investigate opportunities to improve memory efficiency on virtualized
systems. They developed a shared memory based system solution that utilizes host
idle memory to improve memory efficiency and VM execution performance for memory
intensive applications. To achieve this objective they implemented an optimization
layer between the host kernel and VM. Its architecture has two components, a coordi-
nator responsible for establishing the shared memory channel between the host and
VMs, and a module responsible for providing dynamic allocation and deallocation of
shared memory based on the workload demands. They also improve their memory
management by developing a shared memory based swap facility and a shared pipes
mechanism to inter-VM communication.

Koh et al. [102] propose a hypervisor that transparently provides scalable memory
for VMs, without requiring modification of the applications or guest OS. Their disag-
gregated system is backed by RDMA-supported high bandwidth networks, in which
multiple connected nodes donate their free memory to VMs. It is possible through
a kernel module linked to the hypervisor that runs on the node requiring memory
extension. Also, a donor application runs in each donor node to grant their memory
through the network. As the disaggregated support is directly integrated into the page
management in the hypervisor, the module handle page faults that occur during the
execution of VM context to provide remote memory access. Their results show that
6% of performance degradation on average compared to the ideal large memory node
can be supported using disaggregated memory.

Garrido et al. [103] extend the hypervisor to share the memory capacity of the
nodes across the computing infrastructure. It leverages the hypervisor Transcendent
memory mechanism that pools the idle or unassigned physical pages of nodes through
a key-value store abstraction. They implement a memory manager that controls the
system and distributes the global memory capacity. It enforces constraints on memory
allocation on the hypervisor as well as the management of physical pages. To evaluate
the solution, the shared global address space was emulated using the node’s local
memory and delays to remote access.

Chen et al. [104] investigate the performance of using an in-memory big data
processing system on disaggregated memory. Their system is based on an in-memory
distributed file system to accommodate the big data processing while increasing the
memory capacity of their data processing cluster with a large volume of DIMM-based
persistent memory. Their solution consists of a client and a storage backend. The client
integrates with the user application through a set of interfaces to perform data and
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metadata operations on storage. The storage backend is a remote cluster of persistent
memory servers. Empirical results show 3.5× improvements compared to the default
big data framework setup.

3.3 Dynamic Memory Provisioning

Resource allocation/usage — Amaro et al. [94] examine the scenarios in which
remote memory can increase job throughput by presenting a swapping mechanism that
uses remote memory through RDMA. Furthermore, they develop a remote memory-
aware cluster scheduler to split each job’s memory demand between local and remote
memory, therefore increasing the number of jobs running simultaneously. Amaral et
al. [105] develop a dynamic loop-based controller to manage resources and a flow-
network algorithm to determine the optimal placement of workloads on virtualized
data centers. Their approach uses a middleware that intercepts Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) calls and offloads Application Programming Interface (API) related data
via the network. Li et al. [68] propose a full-stack memory disaggregation design using
a CXL-based approach. The design proposed is composed of a multi-ported external
memory controller directly connected to CPU sockets via CXL. A system software layer
that exposes the pool of memory as a zero-core virtual NUMA node. And a control
plane that relies on predictions of memory latency sensitivity and usage for scheduling
and asynchronous management of the pooled memory. Their simulation show that the
memory capacity of a cloud system can be reduced up to 10%. Michelogiannakis et
al. [35] perform a detailed analysis of sampled metrics in a production HPC system
to quantify what level of disaggregation is appropriated for HPC workloads. They
demonstrate that key resources are consistently underutilized, therefore a resource
reduction would satisfy the worst-case average rack utilization.
Dynamic resource assignment — Koutsovasilis et al. [32] integrate disaggregated
memory into the Linux NUMA memory policy. The developed memory balancing
policy autonomously migrates memory pages across local memory to the disaggregated,
therefore increasing the performance compared to the swap system. In addition, they
introduce a memory orchestration stack that monitors the state of each node and scales
the amount of the attached disaggregated memory according to the current memory
usage of the node. In spite of dealing with disaggregated memory and integrating it
into the Linux memory policies. D’Amico et al. [33] present a dynamic job scheduling
policy integrated into the Slurm resource manager. They implement a variant of
the backfill algorithm to leverage minimizing the system slowdown and co-scheduling
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malleable jobs with jobs that will execute with a reduced set of resources. Using their
policy they show a considerable decrease in makespan, response time, slowdown, and
energy consumption. Iserte et al. [34, 106] also provide an approach to dynamically
reconfigure the size of a job to improve the system’s throughput and resource utilization.
It enhances the collaboration between OmpSs runtime and the Slurm resource manager
by designing an API to instruct the runtime to communicate with the resource manager
in order to determine the resizing action to execute. Doudali et al. [107] introduce Kleio,
an approach for memory page scheduling in hybrid memory systems. Their approach
leverages machine learning to predict future memory access patterns and dynamically
adapt the page placement policy. It demonstrates significant improvements in memory
access compared to existing solutions.
Accessing/pricing schemes — Cloud computing operates with a different set of
assumptions, compared to HPC facilities, regarding pricing schemes [108]. Access to
large-scale HPC infrastructures usually requires submission of proposals to undergo a
peer-review process describing computational resources as in [109–111]. Their operators
usually charge resource usage based on core-hours [112, 108], cloud service providers
apply an on-demand resource provisioning around the concept of reducing investment
and usually fixed billing models [113–117].

Mazrekaj et al. [113] present an overview of some basic concepts for pricing schemes
and models which varies depending on the cloud service provider. Lu et al. [117]
also present a summary of pricing mechanisms and divide them into auction and
non-auction strategies. Then, they propose an auction approach to efficiently allocate
resources according to the user’s Quality of Service (QoS) preference. They conclude
that QoS based approximate revenue auction can generate more revenue than a fixed-
price strategy. Mahloo et al. [4] compare the cost in terms of capital and operational
expenditures of a disaggregated architecture and one based on traditional servers.
Their framework results show that disaggregation brings high savings in the presence
of heterogeneous workloads.

Borghesi et al. [108] present a model to analyze the impact of frequency scaling on
energy. To assess the cost benefits for the facility and user, they propose four different
pricing schemes and conclude that is possible to save energy while not penalizing
users from the economic point of view. Malla et al. [116] use an embarrassingly
parallel application to provide to HPC cloud users a detailed comparison of cost and
performance between two different cloud paradigms, Function as a Service (FaaS) and
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Their results show that FaaS can cost 14% to 40%
less than IaaS for similar performance.
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Ferretti et al. [118] introduce a model to help researches to understand whether is
convenient to use Cloud infrastructures as an alternative to HPC systems for running
scientific applications. Their model takes into account performance, cost, waiting
time, and user preference. They concluded that the best infrastructure may be that
which optimizes the user’s expectations. Breslow et al. [112] present a runtime system
to enable fair pricing for HPC clusters that run co-located applications and a new
pricing model to fairly price applications when co-locations are present. The pricing
model provides the user discounts at a rate proportional to the degradation that each
of their jobs experiences due to contention. While the runtime system uses a cyclic,
fine-grain interference sampling mechanism that for brief periods of execution pauses all
applications but one and measures how the selected application’s performance changes
versus running co-located. This mechanism allows the system to accurately deduce the
interference between the applications and use these measurements to drive fair pricing
for all users’ jobs.

3.4 Summary of Disaggregated Related Works
A common feature shared between the aforementioned related works is that the majority
of the listed works intend to solve the disaggregation problem for the cloud/data-center
domain, which is not the domain of this thesis. Resource management for the cloud
has focused on virtualization techniques to serve applications on a reduced amount
of hardware, therefore reaching economies of scale [119]. Then, their approach for
attaining disaggregation is frequently through the modification of the hypervisor. On
the other hand, HPC systems are designed to maximize the interconnect performance
and run all nodes at peak performance simultaneously. Furthermore, its applications
tend to require a higher amount of computing resources than cloud services [119].

There has been significant evolution in the sophistication of resource management
and scheduling as resources and jobs have become more diverse. A number of schedulers
have been developed over the years to address various supercomputing and parallel data
analysis as well as computer, network, and software architectures [46]. Compared to the
state–of–the–art, to fill the gap between HPC platforms and resource management and
job scheduling solutions for disaggregated architectures, our work provides an analysis
of resource management and job scheduling decisions for disaggregated architectures
considering a popular RJMS used in HPC environments.

In order to reach this objective, we used the Slurm resource manager to adopt
memory as a disaggregated resource for job scheduling. We emphasize the Slurm
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resource manager because it is open-source, popular in research, and widely used in
HPC systems, installed on several supercomputers of the TOP500 list. In addition,
it has a general-purpose plugin mechanism that supports a wide range of extensions,
which makes it suitable to analyze scheduling and resource allocation decisions for our
target scenarios. We also employ a simulated environment to evaluate the gains that
can be attained with such deployment at scale.

The study is further enhanced with an analysis of the effects of users’ ability to
estimate their jobs demands and the job’s resource utilization on system performance.
We also discern from previously mentioned works as we are interested in the dynamic
assignment of disaggregated memory to jobs, by dealing with large scale HPC system
and adapting the job to the infrastructure through a resource manager capable of
modifying the allocated memory assigned to the job. We believe it is an important
analysis in a way that helps to understand the dynamics of resource provisioning for
disaggregated systems. The recommendations drawn from the analysis would help to
support procurement decisions when building large HPC systems.

In comparison, it is also worth mentioning the memory disaggregation model archi-
tecture adopted in our work. Previous approaches have employed remote memory access
as an I/O block device, treating it as a swap partition within the system. However,
this approach introduces overheads associated with handling page faults through the
swap mechanism, even when utilizing RDMA for remote I/O operations. Additionally,
previous efforts relying on software based remote memory access require significant
customization of core system components and the development of custom software, de-
manding application redesign to access the infrastructure through specifically developed
libraries. In contrast, our adopted model architecture utilizes load/store semantics to
seamlessly expose disaggregated remote memory as byte-addressable and mapped to a
NUMA node. This approach enables applications to leverage the extended memory
capacity without requiring further modifications or the need for custom middleware in
the system.
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CHAPTER 4

Slowdown Based Method

This part dives into the topic of a generic approach to predict performance degrada-
tion due to sharing of resources. The emerging proposal of a novel disaggregated

memory architecture to allow a flexible and fine–grained allocation of memory capacity
to compute nodes shifts the focus to sharing capacity, rather than coherent sharing of
data as in the traditional shared memory processors. In this context, jobs request a
number of CPU cores and a given memory capacity per core, and memory capacity is
then allocated as a common resource. Since applications running on different nodes can
share memory devices and interfaces, performance may be affected by contention [22].
For this reason, co-scheduling and resource allocation decisions for disaggregated mem-
ory require contention awareness in order to optimize application performance and
overall system throughput. In our work, a proper contention model is an important
step, as we need a reliable way of assessing the penalty the applications suffer when
sharing remote memory in our simulated environment.

We organize the Chapter by first detailing the hardware used to run our experiments
and listing the set of single and multi node applications we profiled to create the
contention model in Section 4.1. The hardware detailed in Section 4.1 is also used
to run all simulations for our disaggregated environment. The profile collected from
all applications will be applied to the evaluation of our implemented disaggregated
approaches and to create the input data. In Section 4.2, we describe the concept of
the disaggregated approach employed in this work. In the following Section 4.3, we
detail the methodology applied in this work to achieve the proposed contention model.
And finally, the results of the developed model are presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
The content in this Chapter can be found in our papers [39, 40].
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4.1 Environment Setup

Hardware resource — We carried out the experiments on BSC Nord III supercom-
puter which has 756 compute nodes equipped with two Intel Xeon SandyBridge-EP
E5-2670 that together comprise 16 cores operating at 2.6 GHz. Each socket has 20 MB
L3 cache LLC shared among all cores, single memory controller, and two Quick Path
Interconnect (QPI) links version 1.1 operating at 8.0/Gs. It implements the home
snoop cache coherence with Modified, Exclusive, Shared, Invalid and Forward (MESIF)
protocol [120]. The node has 64 GB of Double Data Rate type three (DDR3)-1600
DIMMs, theoretical bandwidth of 51 GB/s (37 GB/s sustained) for local access and
38 GB/s (20 GB/s sustained) for remote memory access. The socket memory access
latency is 81 ns and 133 ns for local and remote accesses respectively [121].
Benchmarks — We used nine distributed applications from several known benchmark
suites. For the simulation, we incorporated the detailed profile from a total of 44 single-
node applications from PARSEC (8 applications) [122], Rodinia (5) [123], NAS Parallel
Benchmarks (NPB) (8) [124], Splash (5) [125] and another 15 diverse publicly available
applications. We selected applications to cover a variety of computational patterns
found in multithreaded and high performance codes. The single node applications were
compiled with GNU/Linux GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) 7.2 and multithreading
enabled, while the distributed applications were compiled using OpenMPI 1.8.1. We
used numactl [126] to apply affinity settings for both threads and memory placement
and the Perf [127] tool to collect the performance counters.

4.2 Problem Definition: Global Memory Emulation
Since the concept of remote memory decoupled from the processor is not easy to
implement in real prototypes and due to the absence of an available prototype [21], we
emulate a disaggregated shared memory architecture (following the concept presented
in Section 2.2), without the need for real hardware, using a conventional multi-socket
server. This approach takes advantage of a two-socket server and its separated LLC to
create pressure only in the desired shared resource, i.e. memory bandwidth. According
to Molka et al. [121], cache coherence traffic is not a significant bottleneck in a two-
socket system. Thus, in our approach, the processor and cache resources are isolated
from interference while the effects of memory bandwidth contention can be observed on
the shared memory resource. In addition, the latency of the cross-socket memory access
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for our experimental platform detailed in Section 4.1, is similar to those presented in
disaggregated works such as [8, 9, 69].

Consequently, from a software perspective, in our emulation the memory appears to
the remote compute node as a CPU-less NUMA node where its memory characteristics
are independent of the memory directly attached to it [69]. However, the access is
subject of contention as multiple compute units can share the same memory resource.
Emulating Disaggregated Memory Single Node — To mimic a disaggregated
shared memory architecture for a single node application, the approach developed
in this work applies the scheme depicted in Figure 4.1. As shown in the Figure, all
threads of the interfering application (B) execute on the socket 2 while issuing memory
requests exclusively to the memory bank attached to socket 1 (remote access). On
the other hand, all threads of the target application (A) use only its memory bank
(local access), thus contending for the memory controller and memory bandwidth.
Applying this scheme, the impact of application B on application A can be modeled
based on B’s bandwidth interference. This model predicts the slowdown experienced
by application A in the face of diverse remote bandwidth demands.

Socket 1 Socket 2

Memory 1 Memory 2

Hardware Configuration

Application A Application B

Figure 4.1 Emulated disaggregated scenario applied in this work.

Emulating Disaggregated Memory Multi Node — To mimic a disaggregated
shared memory architecture for a multi node application, we extended the previously
detailed scheme and depicted its flow in Figure 4.2. All threads/processes of an
interfering application (B/C) execute completely on the socket 2 in each node while
issuing memory requests exclusively to the memory bank attached to socket 1 (remote
access) on the same node. On the other hand, all threads/processes of a target
application (A) use only its memory bank (local access), thus contending for the
memory controller and memory bandwidth. Thus, the impact of application B and/or C
on application A can be modeled based on the overall bandwidth interference. For
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distributed applications running across different nodes, the main difference compared
with the single node scenario is that a target application issues memory requests to
the local memory bank on every node, while other applications may cause interference
by issuing remote memory requests given by a particular contentiousness level and the
number of nodes. In this scenario, our model can predict the slowdown experienced by
a given target application in the face of diverse remote bandwidth demands.

Socket 1 Socket 2

Memory 1

Hardware Configuration

Memory 2

Application A
Rank N

Application C
Rank N

Socket 1 Socket 2

Memory 1

Hardware Configuration

Memory 2

Application A
Rank 2

Application B
Rank 2

Socket 1 Socket 2

Memory 1

Hardware Configuration

Memory 2

Application B
Rank 1

Application A
Rank 1

Figure 4.2 Emulated multi node disaggregated scenario.

4.3 Slowdown Method
The most straightforward way to approach the problem of characterizing the perfor-
mance degradation of an application in contention is to perform a brute-force sweep.
According to De Blanche et al. [79], from all methods to characterize the performance
degradation of an application in contention the brute-force method is the most precise.
However, due to the 𝒪(𝑁2) cost, it is not possible to be employed in a production
environment. A suitable alternative is to apply a method that analyzes each program
once and scales linearly with the number of applications. Prior works [28, 79, 27, 80, 29]
predicted performance degradation when two applications run together using the con-
cepts of sensitivity and contentiousness. Their goal is to predict, for any pair of
applications, the slowdown that results from contention in the memory subsystem,
without the need to run all combinations of applications against each other.

These Slowdown based methods are decoupled into two steps: (1) to measure the
sensitivity curve, which quantifies the impact of different levels of shared resource
contention on the application’s performance; (2) to measure the contentiousness value,
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which quantifies how much shared resource contention is generated by the application.
Then, to predict the application’s performance the contention is applied to the sensitivity
curve. In both cases, pressure may be quantified in various ways, for example, in
terms of cache capacity and/or memory bandwidth. Slowdown based methods have
been successful for single node coscheduling [27–29], but they have not been applied to
disaggregated memory.

In this regard, we must take special care when using the Slowdown models. Since
in our envisaged disaggregated scenario (Figure 2.7 and Section 4.2), the applications
do not share cache capacity, the contentiousness must be solely by using memory
bandwidth. In this sense, our Slowdown based method for disaggregated memory creates
a family of sensitivity curves to relate computing demands for memory bandwidth to
application degradation. These sensitivity curves are built using a carefully curated
set of performance counters that correlate well with the memory bandwidth of the
application. Since HPC applications are generally batch applications (rather than
interactive services), performance is inversely proportional to runtime, which for a
given application is itself proportional to memory bandwidth.

4.3.1 Single Node Approach

Figure 4.3 shows a high-level view of our Slowdown methodology for a single node,
which is comprised of three components:
1 Interference phase — In the interference phase, a set of interfering applications

execute concurrently with the target Application A, using only the remote bandwidth as
the measure of pressure. The interfering applications differ as they account for different
read/write ratios to create a family of distinct sensitivity curves (see Section 4.3.1.1).
In the disaggregated memory architecture model, remote memory accesses do not
create cache contention in the local node as their cache hierarchies are separate (see
Figure 2.7). Contention induced by cache capacity can misrepresent the degradation
experienced by the applications in such a scenario, so the metric of interest is bandwidth
usage and contention on the memory controller.
2 Bandwidth calculator — The bandwidth calculator is responsible for collecting

hardware counters to calculate Application B’s remote bandwidth (𝑏𝑤𝑏) and its
read/write ratio (𝑅/𝑊 Ratio). The calculated values will be used to select the
appropriate target’s sensitivity curve to predict the performance degradation (see
Section 4.3.1.2).
3 Prediction methodology — In the prediction methodology, we start by selecting
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application A’s sensitivity curve taking into account Application’s B read/write ratio.
Then, to mitigate the measurement noise from the benchmark process and improve the
prediction accuracy, a smoothing function is applied to the sensitivity curve. Linear
and polynomial smoothing functions are considered, as they are straightforward and
commonly employed. This gives the function ( 𝑓𝑎) that relates Application A’s slowdown
to the total interfering remote bandwidth. Finally, the Application’s B bandwidth
(𝑏𝑤𝑏) is applied to the function to predict Application A’s performance (𝑦) when
Application B contends for remote memory bandwidth (see Section 4.3.1.3). The
prediction methodology has 𝒪(𝑐𝑁) complexity (𝑁 as the number of applications
and 𝑐 the number of distinct read/write ratios), as it requires the application to be
characterized only once instead of every pairwise execution that would be required in
a brute force characterization scenario.

y = fa(bwb)

Input for pair (a,b)

Smooth Curve

Socket 1 Socket 2

Memory 1 Memory 2

Hardware Configuration

Application B

BWapp B
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Counters

Interference
Socket 1 Socket 2
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A

Interference

Hardware Configuration

Performance
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Output

App Z
App Z
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R/W Ratio app B
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Figure 4.3 High-level view of the Slowdown methodology.

The proposed Slowdown method differs from previous works [29, 28] as the first
work can only estimate the performance of a number of identical applications (with
the same input data). Besides, the work carried out in [28] does not estimate the
performance for remote memory interference and it uses a static read/write ratio
interference. As can be seen in the Figure 4.3, our approach relies on three distinct
aspects, which diverge from the initial common approach.

The first aspect is the interfering application executing concurrently and using only
the remote bandwidth as the measure of pressure. The interfering applications differ
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as they account for different read/write ratios to create a family of distinct sensitivity
curves for each target application. In the upcoming global shared memory address
architectures, remote memory access does not create cache contention in the local node
as their cache hierarchy will be separate. Contention induced by cache capacity can
misrepresent the degradation experienced by the applications in such a scenario, so
the metric of interest is bandwidth usage and contention on the memory controller.

The second aspect is using a suitable hardware counter to correctly calculate the
application’s remote bandwidth and its read/write ratio to select the appropriate curve
to predict the degradation. And the third aspect is smoothing the curve points by
applying a linear function for better accuracy. Furthermore, the approach maintains
the 𝒪(𝑐𝑁) complexity (𝑁 as the number of applications and 𝑐 the number of distinct
read/write ratios) as it requires the application to be characterized only once instead
of every pairwise execution that would be required in a brute force characterization
scenario. The problem is modeled in such a way because in the adopted architecture
and for recent disaggregated memory models (see Section 2.2) accessing remote memory
does not create cache contention in the local node, so the metric of interest is bandwidth
and contention on the memory controller.

4.3.1.1 Creating Sensitivity Curves

To create the sensitivity curves, we quantify the memory pressure using the total
remote bandwidth rate and calculate the performance degradation the application
suffers when executing with an interfering application. For this purpose, we use
a synthetic benchmark, which is an adaptation of the STREAM benchmark [128],
modified to generate a variable requested bandwidth for the remote memory. Then, we
create a curve of the target application’s performance, normalized to its performance
running alone, on the 𝑦-axis, versus the remote bandwidth generated by the modified
STREAM benchmark (interfering application), on the 𝑥-axis. An example of the
sensitivity curve for the Triad workload from the STREAM benchmark is presented in
Figure 4.4.

Radulovic et al. [129] argue that the total bandwidth is misleading because it
combines into a single metric the aggregate bandwidth of reads and writes, even though
they are fundamentally different operations. Distinguishing read and write bandwidths
when creating the sensitivity curve not only accounts for the particularities of the
memory subsystem but also more accurately represents the behavior of real applications.
Variable read/write ratios are supported by the synthetic interfering benchmark [130].
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Figure 4.4 Sensitivity curve for Triad workload.

We applied the Slowdown based methodology by creating a family of sensitivity
curves that depend on the interfering application’s remote memory bandwidth and
read/write ratio. Previous works rely on one single sensitivity curve, however in
Figure 4.5 we show the measured sensitivity curves for the Triad workload on our
experimental platform (more detail in Section 4.1) while the proportion of reads varies
between 50% and 100%. In all our experiments, curves created using a higher percentage
of reads generally achieved a higher sustainable bandwidth. As pointed out in [129],
writes have additional delays caused by the write recovery time, which is the delay
between a write and the next precharge command, and the write–to–read delay time,
which is the interval between a memory write and the consecutive read. Increasing
the proportion of write requests, therefore, reduces the sustainable bandwidth and
increases the effective (loaded) latency [129].

An important aspect when creating a sensitivity curve is the representation of pres-
sure in its 𝑥-axis. When executing the synthetic interfering benchmark and the target
application concurrently, both applications will interfere with each other. Intuitively,
the reported interfering bandwidth will be lower than the expected bandwidth of its
execution alone.

In our methodology, we use all curves to display the results in Sections 4.4 and 4.5
with the 𝑥-axis representing the bandwidth that the interfering application would
have had if it were executing alone instead of under contention. This is similar to the
Figure 4.5. We chose this methodology because it is generic to any interference study,
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and it is appropriate for the scenario where the known value is the actual bandwidth
usage that the interference application applies.
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Figure 4.5 Family of sensitivity curves for Triad workload. Each line corresponds to
a specific read/write ratio going from 50% Read to 100% Read, with the lighter lines
indicating a higher percentage of read.

4.3.1.2 Measuring Contentiousness

In the second part, we characterize the application in terms of how much remote
bandwidth it requires throughout its execution by running it solo. The value of remote
memory bandwidth will be applied as the contention pressure. For this step, we use
performance counters to measure the read and write bandwidths.

Memory bandwidth is typically measured using one of the three approaches: (a)
LLC miss [84, 131], (b) Off-core response [132] and (c) uncore Integrated Memory
Controller (IMC) counters [133]. While the LLC miss counter accounts for neither the
prefetcher read memory traffic nor write memory traffic, off-core response counters
cannot detect write memory traffic due to cache line evictions, which is the major
portion of the overall write traffic.

The uncore IMC counters, on the other hand, measure events in the memory
controller, including read and write Column Access Strobe (CAS) commands [120].
These commands are sent from the memory controller to the Dynamic Random-Access
Memory (DRAM) at every memory column access and they include prefetching and
eviction events. Each memory access consists of a cache line of 64 B. As the counter
measures memory traffic at the memory channel, only the total read/write traffic per
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channel is measured, which prevents further segmentation of requests. Its broad range
makes it suitable to compute application bandwidth with higher accuracy than LLC
misses, providing a complete bandwidth profile. Following the measurements, the
per-channel read and write application bandwidths are:

𝐵𝑊read = 𝐶𝐴𝑆_𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇read × 64 B/𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐵𝑊write = 𝐶𝐴𝑆_𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑁𝑇write × 64 B/𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
(4.1)

and the total bandwidth is, therefore:

𝐵𝑊tot = 𝐵𝑊read + 𝐵𝑊write (4.2)

4.3.1.3 Prediction Methodology

The penultimate step in predicting the application’s performance is to calculate the
read/write ratio of the interfering application. It is done by dividing Equation 4.2 by
𝐵𝑊read to obtain the percentage of memory operations that are reads. As the last step,
we select the target application’s sensitivity curve corresponding to the read/write ratio
of the interfering application. The selected curve is smoothed using a linear function
so as to predict the degradation in the case of missing points with higher accuracy and
also to decrease the influence of outliers in the collected data. Finally, we apply the
interfering remote memory bandwidth to the target interference curve to obtain the
expected target performance when running under interference.

4.3.2 Multi Node Approach

Our multi node contention model is an extension of the single node model presented
in Section 4.3.1. It was extended to support contention among applications that use
multiple nodes. The overall approach is shown in Figure 4.6 and the model input and
output are given in Table 4.1.
Sensitivity Curves — In common with all Slowdown based models, the single node
model quantifies application performance using a sensitivity curve, which measures
performance on the 𝑦-axis, normalized to the performance running alone, as a function
of the contentiousness of the other application(s) on the 𝑥-axis. Contentiousness is a
single variable, which for a single node is the total memory bandwidth. In our model
of disaggregated memories, remote memory accesses do not create cache contention in
the local node as their cache hierarchies are separate. Then, moving from single to
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multi node greatly increases the complexity, because, in the multi node case, there is
a separate interfering memory bandwidth per node, which is impractical to model in
detail.
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Figure 4.6 Multi node Slowdown methodology.

Table 4.1 Contention model inputs and output

Value Description
Application inputs:

𝑓 (𝑏𝑤, 𝑁) Slowdown curve: normalized performance as a function of interfering bandwidth and number of nodes
R/W Ratio Percentage of memory operations that are reads

𝑏𝑤app Total memory bandwidth (bytes/s)
Execution inputs:

𝑏𝑤 Interfering bandwidth
𝑁 Number of interfering applications

Output:
𝑃est Estimated normalized performance, typically 0 ≤ 𝑃est ≤ 1

Most HPC applications have similar behavior on each node, and overall perfor-
mance is constrained by the slowest node. For this reason, it is reasonable to set the
contentiousness to be the largest, i.e. worst interfering bandwidth across all nodes.
However, we found that the actual level of memory bandwidth interference is subject to
a reasonable amount of noise, and performance degrades as the number of interfering
nodes is increased (see Figure 4.7). We, therefore, count the number of nodes that
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have interference close to the maximum across all nodes and use a family of sensitivity
curves indexed by this number of nodes.
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Figure 4.7 Distinct sensitivity curves for stream benchmark.

This introduces a parameter, which is the tolerance within which a node’s estimated
interference is counted as being close to the maximum. We explore the effect of this
parameter in Figure 4.8, which shows the prediction error as a function of this tolerance,
with “single node” meaning that the highest interference is assumed to affect a single
node. In contrast, the 0% threshold considers all nodes that have the exact same
numerical interference value as the highest interfering bandwidth. On the other hand,
the range from 25% to 100% includes only nodes whose interfering bandwidth falls
within that percentage range compared to the maximum interfering bandwidth.. We
see that there is a large improvement moving from the single node case, across all
benchmarks, but the precise value of the tolerance parameter was not significant in our
experiments. There are two likely reasons for this behavior. Firstly, since estimated
interference is calculated from the model rather than measured on a system, all nodes
that share the memory with processes of the same applications will see precisely the
same estimated interference, and no tolerance is needed for random noise. Secondly,
the impact of contention on performance stabilises quite quickly with the number of
nodes experiencing a similar level of contention, so precisely determining this number
is generally not critical. We, therefore, choose a moderate tolerance of 25% for the rest
of the experiments.

To extend the contention model, we first execute the synthetic benchmark [130]
to create the sensitivity curve in parallel across a configurable number of interfering
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nodes (Step 1 of Figure 4.6). Then, we measure the sensitivity curve for 50% reads
and 100% reads and use linear interpolation for intermediate read/write ratios. The
single node model has shown that linear interpolation exhibits better performance than
additional interfering data points (see Section 4.4.4) and that the accuracy is similar
to polynomial interpolation. Following a similar concept, so as to decrease the cost
of collecting the sensitivity curve data, the number of interfering nodes was sampled
between 1 and the maximum target number of nodes.
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Figure 4.8 Maximum prediction error for multi node applications running on 31 nodes.

Contentiousness — In the second part, the contentiousness of an application , 𝑏𝑤𝑎𝑝𝑝,
is collected using performance counters when running alone (Step 2). We calculate
the read and write memory bandwidths using the numbers of read and write CAS
commands [120], averaged over all nodes on which the application is executed.
Predict Methodology — In the last part (Step 3), the model predicts the perfor-
mance of an application “A” using its interpolated sensitivity curve, 𝑓𝑎, based on the
read/write percentage, number of interfering nodes, and the largest contentiousness,
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑏𝑤𝑎 , 𝑏𝑤𝑏 , 𝑏𝑤𝑐), among the interfering applications.

4.3.3 Key Differences Compared with State-of-the-art and
Sources of Error or Simplification

Our work is differentiated from prior work [27–29], and provides improvements for
a singular reason: Our approach targets performance prediction due to sharing of
disaggregated memory, while the prior works use application working set size or local
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bandwidth as their measure of pressure to create the sensitivity curve. As noted in
Section 4.3, the cache contention characterization method is misleading for predicting
the performance of applications using separated cache hierarchies. For this reason, we
proposed using a family of smoothed sensitivity curves to account for varying ratios
of read and write memory accesses to increase accuracy and decrease the effect of
outliers. Beyond that, our model deals with shared memory contention for multi node
applications.

We can list two main sources of simplification in our model. The first one is that
we model contention and remote access penalty using a fixed latency, which is a result
of our disaggregated emulation approach. We are aware that the applications may
be affected by distinct latencies accessing remote memory, therefore in Chapter 6 we
discuss the effect of this assumption in our results. The other drawback of our approach
is that it does not model contention in shared network access when multiple applications
are communication intensive. We prioritize the memory access contention model to
address the most critical problem since memory access is one of the main sources of
contention. Furthermore, aggregating multiple sources would increase the complexity
of the simulation, making simulation more complex and slower. Nevertheless, the
model can be extended to account for networking, multiple latencies, or any other
source of contention to improve the simulation.
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4.4 Experimental Evaluation Single Node
For this Section, the resources used to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approach
were presented in Section 4.1 and the simulated global shared memory architecture
using a conventional node in Section 4.2. We normalize our results against a brute-force
sweep performed on the pair of applications as demonstrated in [79].

4.4.1 Performance Counters

To compare the accuracy for representing the bandwidth of an application, we collected
the performance counters listed in Section 4.3.1.2 during the execution of the Triad
workload. Performance counters can track the occurrence of events with negligible
overhead, and there are commonly employed in many related works [91, 84, 134] to
measure resource utilization and demonstrate the effectiveness of any proposed method.
Figure 4.9 summarizes the calculated bandwidth derived from the collected performance
counters. In the Figure, the dark columns represent the bandwidth for the read traffic
while the light columns represent write traffic. As can be seen, cache miss counter
represents only a fraction of the sustainable memory bandwidth (5 GB/s), confirming
that not only write traffic but part of the read traffic is neglected by this performance
counter. The off-core response counter displays a bandwidth of about 27 GB/s which is
roughly equal to the read traffic calculated using CAS counter. However, the difference
between both counters emerges in the write traffic captured by the latter, which differs
by 30% of the overall bandwidth.
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Figure 4.9 Calculated memory bandwidth for Triad workload using three different
hardware performance counters.
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The bandwidth calculated by Triad during the tests was 30 GB/s on average.
According to McCalpin [135], the bandwidth values assumed by the Triad workload
is based on the minimum data traffic that each iteration will perform. For the Triad
workload, this number is 24 B (two floats read and one float write), however, it does
not account for bytes transferred during write-allocate operations. As the Triad kernel
requires 4/3 as much bandwidth as the benchmark generates when write-allocate
is included, the result must be multiplied by a factor of 1.33. After applying the
correction factor, the sustainable bandwidth is approximate 39 GB/s. The total
bandwidth calculated for Triad workload using CAS counter deviates by only about 5%
of the scaled bandwidth, which confirms its accuracy to be sufficient for the proposed
methodology.

4.4.2 Application Characteristics

Figure 4.10 and 4.11 present the characteristics of bandwidth usage for each application
considered in our experiments. The applications used in this study show a wide range
of memory bandwidth utilization. At least 40% of the applications use 20% or more
of the sustainable bandwidth. The sustainable bandwidth for this work is calculated
using the highest value achieved among 5 executions.
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Figure 4.10 Percentage of sustained memory bandwidth utilization for each application
in our study. Memory bandwidth usage is calculated using CAS performance counter.
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Figure 4.11 shows that the benchmark suite covers a wide range of read/write
memory traffic, with reads accounting for between 50% and 100%. The Figure also
shows that the family of curves (see Figure 4.5) corresponds to the range that arises in
practice.
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Figure 4.11 Percentage of read/write ratio for each application considering their
sustained bandwidth utilization.

4.4.3 Sensitivity Curves

For our tests, the interfering application generates the sensitivity curve for remote
memory bandwidth traffic between 10% and the maximum sustainable bandwidth
achieved in the node. We then apply a linear function to smooth the curve before pre-
dicting the application’s performance. We tried different smoothing functions, and the
linear function attained satisfactory results. As applications with low bandwidth usage
do not present a high drop in performance under remote memory access interference, in
Figure 4.12 we only present those applications with a significant drop in performance
using the data recorded during the interfering benchmark without any transformations.
The sensitivity curves for all applications can be found in Appendix A, Figure 1.1.
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As represented in previous figures, lighter lines imply a higher read percentage. Due
to high memory bandwidth usage, in Figure 4.12 we notice that the applications are
highly affected by remote interference. The Figure also shows the raw data recorded
during the interfering benchmark. We can observe the presence of noise in the results
for some applications (e.g., lu, sp, and heat).
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Figure 4.12 Sensitivity curve for applications with high bandwidth usage. Each line
corresponds to a specific read/write ratio going from 50% Read to 100% Read, with
the lighter lines indicating a higher percentage of read.

When applying pressure equal to the maximum sustainable remote bandwidth,
we noticed that the performance of the applications suffers considerable levels of
degradation in the face of an interfering application issuing memory requests from a
remote node. This indicates that the resource allocation for new architectures using
global memory addresses must account for the degradation of applications executing
concurrently and sharing the memory subsystem. The requirement and effectiveness
of the interfering application are endorsed, as increasing the amount of interference
causes a decrease in the target application’s performance. However, applications are
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not affected in the same amount, even though lud and ft have similar bandwidth
requirements (see Figure 4.10), the former is penalized more than the latter, the same
happens to HPCCG and ua. This behavior highlights that some applications are also
even more penalized for high latency when handling remote memory requests from the
interfering application.

Also as presented in the Figure 4.5, we can notice the difference in the performance
when the read/write ratio of the interference application varies. Increasing read ratio,
less interference the benchmark causes to the target application, then more sustainable
remote bandwidth is used by the remote application. This pattern is emphasized with
high remote memory access when we can clearly see the separation between curves.

4.4.4 Prediction Error

We evaluate the effectiveness of our contention model by predicting the expected
performance degradation of the applications in a pairwise fashion. We consider the
prediction error to be the absolute value of the difference between the predicted
performance and the real normalized application performance under contention. The
methodology applied in our tests is the following: we start both target and interfering
applications at the same time on different sockets. We restart the interfering application
whenever it finishes keeping the target application in contention during its entire
execution. All pairwise combinations were executed in such a way that the target
application completed at least 10×. We recorded the actual performance degradation
(increasing in runtime) when the applications executed together, in order to compare
with the predicted performance. Degradation for the target application is calculated
using its normalized performance alone in the system without interference and its
performance under contention.

Table 4.2 summarizes the predicted error for all applications using two different
functions to smooth the interference curve. The smoothing functions applied to
create the curves are linear and polynomial functions with degree two. It also shows
the prediction error using the smoothed specific curve for the interfering application
read/write ratio (called right curve) and the smoothed sensitivity curves produced with
the static values of 50%, 75% and 100% read/write ratio. The column Cost indicates
the profiling cost needed by the method. It is compared to the methodology applied
by previous works that rely only on 4 different levels of pressure (listed 25%, 50%,
75% and 100% contentiousness) and a static read/write ratio to create their sensitivity
curve.
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Table 4.2 Prediction error for linear and polynomial smoothing

Method % of Mean SD Max Cost
Reads (%) (%) (×)

Polynomial

right curve 1.15 1.49 14.5 44
50 1.29 1.86 20.6 4
75 1.34 1.86 17.7 4

100 1.39 2.20 21.0 4

Linear

right curve 1.19 1.59 14.0 44
50 1.27 1.86 22.1 4
75 1.38 1.94 18.9 4

100 1.49 2.32 19.5 4

We achieve the lowest mean and variance prediction errors using the curve cor-
responding to the actual read/write ratio of the interfering application. In the best
case, the right curve using polynomial smoothing attains a mean error of 1.15%, and
a relative improvement of 18% compared with predictions using a static read/write
ratio. In addition, it also has the lowest worst case with around 14% max error and
relative improvement between 19% and 31%. The linear smoothing method achieves a
mean error of 1.19%, which is similar to the polynomial smoothing results, and relative
improvements between 26% and 37% for the worst case. Figure 4.13 presents the
distribution of prediction error using polynomial smooth function (best result so far).
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Figure 4.13 Distribution of error using polynomial smoothing function.
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In the Figure , we can note that the density of the prediction error using the correct
read/write ratio is more concentrated in the base of our chart and the majority of the
values is below 5%. Using static curves we note predictions with high variance and the
presence of a longer tail, denoting the occurrence of higher values for errors. Using
fixed read/write ratio curves the max error is higher than 15%, however, the max error
using the right curve is lower. The results confirm that the read/write ratio plays an
important role to predict performance degradation.

To further evaluate the influence of noise and outliers on our predictions, we
compared the smoothing results against the non-smoothed interpolation method used
in previous works. We assessed the method using all data points (16 distinct values
of interference or contentiousness) collected during the interference benchmark and a
sampled version using four distinct interference values (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%)
to create the interference curve. Table 4.3 summarizes the overall result. We do not
see an overall improvement compared to the smoothing values when using all data
points and right curves. Even though it has a mean error similar to linear smoothing
and better results than the static curves, its worst case prediction increases. This can
be viewed as a side effect of the noise intrinsic to the collected data for all sensitivity
curves calculated.

Table 4.3 Prediction error for smoothing functions and sampled data

Method # of % of Mean SD Max Cost
Points Reads (%) (%) (×)

Polynomial All points right curve 1.15 1.49 14.5 44
Linear All points right curve 1.19 1.59 14.0 44

Interpolation All points

right curve 1.19 1.63 24.2 44
50 1.34 1.89 18.3 4
75 1.34 1.82 19.4 4

100 1.43 2.19 21.0 4

Interpolation Sampled

right curve 1.35 1.62 18.1 11
50 1.47 1.91 18.1 1

(Memgen) 75 1.56 1.94 21.6 1
100 1.58 2.18 24.7 1

By sampling the data points and using the right curve, the interpolation maintains
the lowest mean error compared to its static counterparts. However, it increases
the worst case prediction error compared to the smoothing methods and decreases
it compared to using all data points. A positive side effect of sampling the data
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for the right curve results is that part of the noise is removed and the interpolated
values provide a more stable result, which explains its results compared with the other
methods. This aspect illustrates that the overall accuracy is affected by the data points
and smoothing function, which decreases the effects of outliers and improves the worst
case predictions.

Another important point to be considered is the effective cost to achieve the results.
In Table 4.3 for our initial approach the high cost of using the right curve can be
broken down into two components: the number of read/write curves and the number
of data points collected. In our tests, we analyzed 11 different read/write ratio curves
(from 50% to 100% increasing 5% each step) and we also sampled 12 supplementary
points (interference or contentiousness values) in addition to the default 4 points used
in previous works. Even though polynomial smoothing has the best results so far,
it also has the highest cost to compute. The cost is 44× higher than using a single
sampled static curve due to the additional curves collected and the number of points.

To investigate the effects of the trade–off between accuracy and cost, we reduced
the cost of our methodology by estimating the values for the right curve based on two
sampled curves. For this test, we used the values of 50% and 100% sampled sensitivity
curves collected for the previous test, and we estimated the performance of the target
application based on the read/write ratio proximity of the interfering application to
both curves. The process is shown in equation 4.3. First, we calculate the proximity
(scale) of the interfering application read/write ratio to 100% ratio. Then, we predict
the performance of the target application for 50% (P 50%) and 100% (P 100%). In
the end, we apply a weighted mean estimation to determine the estimated performance
(P_est).

𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = (𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑓_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 − 50)/(100 − 50)
𝑃_𝑒𝑠𝑡 = ((𝑃50%) × (1 − 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒) + (𝑃100%) × (𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒))

(4.3)

Table 4.4 summarizes the overall result of reducing the cost of the methodology.
Sampling the data points decreases to 11× the cost of using the right curve for the
smoothing methods, as we keep the same number of read/write ratio curves we collected.
A smoothed sampled curve also keeps the mean and maximum prediction errors lower
than the sampled static curve. However, we achieve the best trade-off between cost
and error in estimating the values for the right curve. We reduce the cost to only 2×
and the results are similar to those using a higher number of curves and data points.
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The linear method is better than the polynomial one with 1% of difference for max
error, thus we chose it to compare with the state–of–the–art.

Table 4.4 Prediction error for estimated curves

Method # of Mean SD Max Cost
Points (%) (%) (×)

Polynomial
All data 1.15 1.49 14.5 44
Sampled 1.21 1.43 15.4 11

Estimated 1.19 1.48 15.6 2

Linear
All data 1.19 1.59 14.0 44
Sampled 1.21 1.48 13.7 11

Estimated 1.19 1.50 14.6 2
Interpolation (Memgen) 75 1.56 1.94 21.6 1

4.4.5 Comparison with Memgen

In this section, we compare our methodology to the state–of–the–art Slowdown based
methodology, Memgen [28]. Memgen uses a modified version of the Triad workload to
generate a specific amount of traffic, then creates contention for the target application.
Memgen creates four reference points which are 25, 50, 75, and 100% of the sustainable
bandwidth as its interference pressure. To create the sensitivity curve, Memgen
relies on linear interpolation between the reference points in order to estimate the
performance, and defines the contentious pressure as the memory bandwidth usage of
an application. To evaluate the applications’ memory bandwidth usage, Memgen uses
the bus_trans_mem.self performance counter.

To apply the Memgen methodology to our environment, we adapted some un-
available features that will be discussed hereafter. Their triad version code is not
available online, so we could not use the same interference application to create the
sensitivity curve. However, as their version is based on the triad algorithm from
STREAM, we applied our interfering application that generates a 75% read/write
ratio. Using this specific configuration to create the sensitivity curve, we maintain
the same static read/write ratio and computing characteristics used by the authors in
their work. Another point regarding the sensitivity curve is that [28] and [79] do not
specify whether the values of the 𝑥-axis are the maximum bandwidth or the interfering
bandwidth in contention. We assumed the same approach applied in our work, using
the maximum bandwidth achieved during the interfering test.
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Another adapted feature concerns using the bus_trans_mem.self performance
counter [136] to compute the application’s memory bandwidth. This counter is unavail-
able in the Sandy Bridge processor architecture [120] which is used in our experiments.
As a consequence, to calculate the contention pressure we applied the CAS performance
counters to measure the application’s memory bandwidth. These performance coun-
ters calculate with high precision the actual bandwidth for applications keeping the
comparison fair. The result of the comparison with Memgen is shown in Figure 4.14.

In the Figure we can see that the error for the Memgen methodology is higher
than using our methodology. For our approach, the distribution of errors is more
concentrated in the base, which means that it has the majority of its predictions close to
the true value. The Memgen methodology has a relative mean error increase of almost
24% (see Table 4.4 Interpolation method). This is also true for the worst case, where
the max error is 21.6% using the Memgen approach and 14.6% using our approach.
These results highlight that by distinguishing the interference caused by different ratios
of read/write and increasing the number of points collected, the Slowdown method can
be improved.
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Figure 4.14 Distribution of error for Memgen methodology and our approach.

Another important point to be considered is the effective cost to achieve the results.
In Table 4.4 the column Factor indicates the cost to achieve the results compared to
the Memgen approach. The cost of using the right curve can be broken down into
two components: the number of read/write curves and the number of points. In our
tests, we analysed 11 different read/write ratio curves while the Mengem approach
uses only one read/write ratio curve. Comparing any right curve results with its static
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counterpart, we can see that all mean and max errors are lower, except using all data
points where we can confirm that outliers have a considerable impact on the results.
Our estimated method was able to decrease our overall prediction cost and still achieve
lower mean error than the static read/write approach.

4.5 Experimental Evaluation Multi Node
We evaluate the effectiveness of our multi node contention model that predicts the
degradation of a target application when it experiences different levels of interference
while running on different nodes. For the multi node approach, we followed the same
methodology applied to the single node approach. In our experiments, we start both
target and interfering applications at the same time on every node. Since we are
dealing with distributed applications, the interfering applications may differ in terms
of interference levels and number of nodes. During the experiments, if any interfering
application on any node finishes, we restart it to keep the target application under
contention throughout its entire execution. We continue the experiments until the target
executes at least 7×. Once the target application ends, its performance degradation
(delayed execution time) is recorded to be compared with the predicted performance
under a resembling scenario. The degradation for an application is calculated using its
normalized execution time alone in the system without interference. To visualize all
sensitivity curves for the multi node applications see Appendix A.

In our analysis we use at most 31 nodes due to the limitations of our access to the
infrastructure. We are only allowed to reserve up to 32 nodes on its resource manager.
To correctly profile the applications, in this reservation, we have to use one head node
to run the scripts that control the experiment, otherwise, it would interfere with the
results. The script would take away one core from the local or remote application
leaving fewer resources for the computation and thrashing the performance counters.
In this regard, it is sensible to separate one node to exclusively run the script.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 present the results for a mix of interfering applications that
vary in contentiousness (see Section 4.3.2), nodes, and read/write ratio. Figure 4.15

presents the maximum error for several combinations of profiled applications when the
target application runs locally. We notice that the max errors are lower than 10% for
most of the applications. Even though we notice an increase in the prediction error
when we move from 4 to 31 nodes for some applications (e.g. stream, streamcluster,
hpccg and hydro), it is also noticeable that the maximum prediction error does not
increase at the same rate as the number of nodes. Increasing the number of nodes
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from 4 to 31 (∼8× increase), the maximum error for any application increased at
most 3×. Demonstrating that we do not compromise the accuracy of the model when
increasing the number of nodes up to 31 nodes.
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Figure 4.15 Slowdown model prediction maximum error using multi node approach.

As we intend to use the methodology for our analysis of resource management and
job scheduling decisions, we cover some special cases regarding possible job placement
and the kind of degradation it might suffer. We underline one special case: when the
access to memory is fully remote. To predict the performance of the applications when
memory access is fully remote, we created the sensitivity curve for remote access. In
this case, our target application runs completely remotely, while the interfering runs
locally. To simplify the costs of benchmarking, we collected the performance under
100% local interference and interpolated the points between the collected point and
the remote performance alone (0%, without interference).
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Figure 4.16 Slowdown model prediction maximum error for remote execution.

Figure 4.16 presents the maximum prediction error for the remote execution. We
observe that the maximum errors are kept below 10% and for some applications,
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increasing the number of nodes does not generally increase the maximum prediction
error. In Figures 4.15 and 4.16, the streamcluster application experiences a high
prediction error. This application has high variance in its runtime even without
contention. Consequently, the prediction model for this application is more challenging
to build.

4.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we presented our Slowdown based methodology to build a contention
model to predict the performance degradation that results from contention in remote
memory access. We added to the methodology the concepts of smoothing and read/write
memory access ratio to create the correct sensitivity curve, in order to increase
the accuracy and similarity with real executions. Using the characterization of an
application’s sensitivity to contentious pressure from remote access to the memory
subsystem, we were able to predict an application’s performance in a pairwise execution
with 1.19% prediction error on average and 14.6% in the worst case. Compared with
the state–of–the–art, the relative improvements are almost 24% on average and 33%
for the worst case.

Interesting avenues to build on this work in the future are detailed in Section 9.1.
We believe that the approach presented in this Chapter is of particular importance for
novel and upcoming global shared memory architectures and to analyze future resource
allocation decisions for such platforms. We will therefore use the proposed model in an
at-scale evaluation of the proposed allocation and scheduling policies for disaggregated
memories using the Slurm simulator.
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CHAPTER 5

Infrastructure and Experimental Methodology

In this Chapter, we introduce the methodology used in this work to evaluate the
implemented disaggregated approach and its at-scale evaluations analyzed in this

work. The content of this Chapter is used in our papers [40–42]. In the following
sections we will detail the methodology used to generate the workload applied in
our simulations. All simulations were carried out using the environment setup and
benchmarks detailed in Section 4.1 and the developed contention model presented
in Chapter 4. In Section 5.1 we detail the simulated systems applied in this work.
Section 5.2.1 describes the methodology to generate the synthetic workload used
during the evaluation of the disaggregated approach presented in Chapters 6 and 7.
Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 detail the methodology used to generate the synthetic and real
workloads used to analyze the dynamic nature of memory usage in Chapter 8.

The methodology applied to Chapters 6 and 7 uses synthetic workloads in which
the memory requested is the peak usage throughout the execution of the job. The
metric is required as the workload model generator employed to create the input data
does not model the dynamic aspect of the memory usage of the jobs. Therefore, it is
sensible to assume the requested memory of a job is an estimation of its peak usage.
Then in Chapter 7, we analyze the implications of accurate estimation of peak memory
usage to the system’s performance. Additionally, enhancing the finds of Chapter 7, the
methodology applied to the Chapter 8 uses two different datasets for which we have
the profile of memory usage. As a result, we can contrast the system’s performance
considering static and dynamic memory allocation.
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5.1 Simulated System Configurations
We set up different configurations to explore heterogeneity in job demands and node
capacities. The details of these experiments are given in Table 5.1. In Chapters 6
and 7, our HPC system has normal nodes, which have typical memory capacity, and
large nodes with twice the memory capacity of the normal nodes. To evaluate different
scenarios, we experiment with multiple ratios between large and normal nodes, varying
from 0% (all normal nodes) to 100% (all large nodes). We similarly define a job to
be large if it requires a large capacity node to run with the Baseline policy (without
disaggregation). A job is normal if it can execute on a normal capacity node. The
systems have a total of 1024 nodes each having 32 cores and 32 GB or 64 GB of memory,
Slurm is configured to use its Baseline or our Disaggregated select resource policy. The
parameters for job scheduling are the same for all experiments. The input data is
generated using the methodology detailed in Section 5.2.1.

Table 5.1 Slurm configurations used for our simulations in Chapters 6 and 7

Configuration parameter Value(s)
System size 1024 nodes
Number cores per node 32
Memory per node 32 GB, 64 GB
Allocation policy Baseline, Disaggregated
Scheduling policy Backfill
Queue and Backfill size 100
Backfill and Scheduling interval 30 s
Heterogeneous system ratio: % Large nodes 0, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100

For the simulations and analysis carried out in Chapter 8, we changed the system
configuration to a more realistic setup based on the infrastructure in which the memory
usage trace was collected. Table 5.2 present the details of the HPC systems considered
in our simulations. For both the synthetic workload detailed in Section 5.2.2 and
the real workload detailed in Section 5.2.3, we use systems with a total of 1024 and
1490 nodes respectively. The latter matches the system from which the dataset was
collected. We use normal nodes with 64 GB and large nodes with 128 GB. We further
underprovisioned the systems by adding extra small nodes with 32 GB. Thus, we
experiment with multiple ratios between large, normal, and extra small nodes. However,
for each system, the largest memory node has either 128 GB or 64 GB memory. Slurm
is configured to use its Baseline or our Disaggregated select resource policy, with the
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Disaggregated approach allocating memory statically or dynamically (see Chapter 8
for more details).

Table 5.2 Simulated system configurations for Chapter 8

Parameter Synthetic trace Grizzly trace
System size 1024 nodes 1490 nodes
Number of cores per node 32 cores
Memory per node (GB) 32, 64, 128
Allocation policy Baseline, Disaggregated
Scheduling policy Backfill
Queue and Backfill size 100
Backfill and Scheduling interval 30 s
% Large nodes 0, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100
Cost per node (excl. memory) $10,154† [137]
Cost per 128 GB $1280 [137]

† Cost per node includes node, network, switches, and small storage

All allocation policies have exclusive access to all CPUs of a node, which implies
that the Baseline allocation also considers exclusive access to the memory as well.
In our experiments we do not consider a swap system as in our experience, HPC
systems typically do not have swap enabled. For the cost–benefit analysis, detailed in
Section 8.4.3, we use the costs given in Table 5.2, which were taken from a recent analysis
of a small-scale HPC cloud platform [137]. It is known that the network topology
connecting the compute nodes also affects price and performance, even though it is not
mentioned in the analysis, we adopted a torus topology, sized as recommended by prior
work [138, 139]. Torus networks are commonly used in large scale supercomputers
and they have a lower cost compared to other popular alternatives such as fat-tree
typologies [139].

5.2 Workload Methodology
None of the traces described in Section 2.3 provide all of the information that is
required for our analysis. We used three sources of job traces, which are summarized
in Table 5.3. The first is based on the CIRNE model. The second uses the Google
trace shaped by HPC job statistics from CIRNE and Archer [140]. The third is based
on LANL’s Grizzly trace, augmented by the job submission times from the CIRNE
model. All traces are augmented to use the Slowdown model detailed in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.3 Summary of information provided by the job traces

Trace Domain Submission Memory Number Job Slowdown Memory
times request of nodes duration model trace

CIRNE [70] HPC ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
Google [74] Cloud × ×1 ✓ ✓ × ✓2
Grizzly [56, 76] HPC × × ✓ ✓ × ✓

1. Some records in the Google trace have the memory request, but most do not.
2. The Google memory trace is normalized to the largest machine (we assumed 12 TB).

5.2.1 Synthetic CIRNE Model

We generated synthetic workloads using the CIRNE Comprehensive Model [70] (details
see Section 2.3.2). However, the workload trace generated using the model does not
provide memory information about the memory capacity requested by each job. As an
important aspect necessary to our evaluation, we augmented the set of generated traces
with scaled memory information from the applications profiled in our real environment.
The step–by–step process to augment the synthetic trace is depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Augmenting the workload trace with real application data. Methodology
adapted from [25].

First, we generate the synthetic trace using the CIRNE Model for the required system
size (Step 1). Alternatively, we use a pool of executed applications for which we have
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a profile regarding size, runtime, memory bandwidth, read/write ratio, local/remote
access memory ratio, and memory capacity requested (Step 2). Using the trace and
app lists, we calculate the Euclidean distances to map each real application to a similar
synthetic job based on its size and runtime (Step 3). In the case of having different
applications with the same size and runtime, several strategies can be applied to select
the mapped pair of jobs and applications. In our methodology, we pick the first pair
of the mapped job–application from our output to represent the job in our trace and
ensure the process is reproducible when recreating the traces.

Finally, we generate the new augmented trace by the assigned arrival time (Step 4)
and convert it to a binary readable by the simulator (Step 5). In the end, we have a
new input trace preserving the synthetic trace info that includes a memory capacity
required and an identifier for the job application. The memory capacity will be used
for resource scheduling, while the application identifier will be used in our contention
model (Section 4.3.2) to calculate the slowdown suffered by this particular job due to
resource sharing.

We generated additional input trace files, each targeting one of the specific hetero-
geneous system ratios listed in Table 5.1. This way we match the trace profile in the
number of jobs issued to the large capacity nodes to the ratio of nodes in the system,
thereby allowing a more comprehensive analysis of the system when it runs balanced or
an imbalanced workload mix. We ensure that all traces have total node–hours (#nodes
× runtime) of large and normal jobs in the indicated ratio. The characteristics of the
large and normal jobs are given in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Large and normal job characteristics for CIRNE generated trace

Normal Jobs Large Jobs
Metric Memory (GB) Node–hours Memory (GB) Node–hours
Min 0.12 0.0 33.0 0.0
1st Qu. 1.7 0.85 48.2 0.0
Avg 6.2 52.6 48.5 24.9
3rd Qu. 3.8 15.0 49.8 2.1
Max 27.6 6412 49.8 3659.0

All normal jobs have memory demand less than the capacity of a normal node,
whereas all large jobs have memory demand greater than a normal node. In terms of
baseline node–hours, the normal jobs are typically larger than the large memory jobs.
We generate the input traces for the simulator by sampling without replacement, in
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the appropriate proportions, from these two distributions. This allows us to expose the
effects of the strong scaling in the system since HPC users are often driven by time to
solution, therefore memory underutilization is common as jobs of good scalability are
distributed over various nodes to accelerate its execution.

5.2.2 Synthetic Model plus Google Trace

In order to use the Google trace (detailed in Section 2.3.3) and draw meaningful
conclusions, we performed some adaptations before adding it to our methodology.
Adapting Google trace — In this work, we are only interested in the job request
type, as allocation requests would not provide the exact starting and finishing times of
the applications running on it. Since it is composed of several traces for each cluster, we
chose the trace having the largest proportion of best-effort batch jobs (trace data from
Cell b according to [74]), which are low priority jobs handled by the batch scheduler. To
use the job’s records that resemble HPC jobs the most, we filtered the trace using the
job’s priority and scheduling class parameters that define them as latency insensitive
batch jobs. These kinds of jobs approximate from batch jobs usually submitted to
HPC clusters as they aim to finish as quickly as possible.

However, batch jobs in their cluster typically have no strict completion deadlines.
They are evicted and killed to free resources for high-priority jobs. We filtered the jobs
that finished normally at least once, and we denormalized the memory usage per node
to match our trace. Since the Google trace does not have the value for the highest
memory capacity in the system, we used the max value of 12 TB to denormalize the
data as it was reportedly used in their data centers in the same year of the trace’s
release [141].

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the trace reports usage as the average and maximum
usage during a series of 5 min measurements. We use the maximum used memory to
define the usage for the period between two measurements. We correlate the simulated
job’s progress and the usage record, calculating which progress each measurement
should represent. We divide the number of records by the task runtime. Then, we use
the cumulative sum of the result to define which progress the record represents.
Generating the input files — In order to use the Google usage trace we also generated
the input job trace files using the CIRNE Comprehensive Model [70]. However,
differently from the previous methodology presented in Section 5.2.1, we augmented
it to cover two main aspects for our dynamic memory evaluation. The first one is to
correlate the generated file with the Google usage trace, and the second aspect is the
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specification of the job’s memory request, which is not modeled by the CIRNE model.
The complete methodology is presented in the Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Extended methodology to augment workload trace with real application
data and per-job memory usage from the Google trace. Methodology adapted from [25].

We followed the initial steps of the previous methodology by first, generating the
synthetic trace using the CIRNE Model (Step 1) for the simulated system size. We then
use a pool of previously executed applications for which we have a profile regarding
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size, runtime, memory bandwidth, read/write ratio, and local/remote access memory
ratio (Step 2). To correlate both data, we calculate the Euclidean distance to map each
real application to a similar synthetic job based on its size and runtime using the trace
and app list (Step 3). Following, we order the generated file by its arrival time (Step 4).
These four steps comprise the main initial methodology applied to generate the trace
files used in our initial evaluation.

The initial methodology is augmented with the steps detailed in the Extension
presented in the Figure 5.2. Previously, we scaled the memory used by the correlated
application in our contention model as a proxy for its job memory request. For
this evaluation, we generate the memory request following the memory distribution
presented in [140]. It presents the actual memory per node demands of the most used
applications on a contemporary HPC supercomputer. The distribution is displayed in
Table 5.5. For each job, we use its size to generate the memory request (Step 5).

Table 5.5 % of maximum memory usage per node for all jobs. Table adapted from [140].
(Small: ≤ 32 nodes; Large: > 32 nodes)

Max memory use Usage
(GB/node) All Small Large

(0,12) 61.0% 69.5% 53.0%
[12,24) 18.6% 19.4% 16.9%
[24,48) 11.5% 7.7% 14.8%
[48,96) 6.9% 3.0% 11.2%
[96,128) 2.0% 0.4% 4.2%

Once we have the memory demand for each job, we calculate the Euclidean distance
once more, but this time to map each job and its new memory capacity to a Google
job (see the beginning of the Section), to create its usage trace profile (Step 6). The
usage trace profile is an additional trace file with several records having the jobid, node,
max memory usage for the period, and the application’s progress, which represents
the starting point of the period. To keep the simulation time under control, for each
job and node, we filter the number of records using the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker
(RDP) [142, 143] algorithm. It is a method that resamples a curve to a similar curve
with fewer points.

Table 5.6 presents the characteristics of the defined large and normal jobs. The
memory demand of normal jobs is less than the capacity of a normal node (see
Section 5.1 for node definition), whereas all large jobs demand more memory than a
normal node capacity. The generated input job traces for the simulator are sampled
without replacement, in the appropriate proportions, from these two distributions.
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The distribution for maximum, average usage, and requested memory broken down by
job size are presented in Figure 5.3. In our traces, the average usage is much lower
than the maximum usage, which opens up room for improvements during resource
allocation. On the other hand, we take a conservative approach in our study having
similar distribution for the maximum usage and requested memory. As mentioned
in [36, 37, 2], users are implicitly encouraged to overestimate their resource request, to
avoid having the job killed due to insufficient requested resources.

Table 5.6 Large and normal job characteristics for Google plus synthetic trace

Normal Jobs Large Jobs

Metric Memory (MB) Node–hours Memory (MB) Node–hours

Min 0 0 65538 0
1st Qu. 4037 132 76176 256
Median 8089 2717 86961 6720
3rd Qu. 15341 29264 99956 77028
Max 65532 23082880 130046 23329920

We sample the job trace into additional input files to target each of the specific
heterogeneous system ratios listed in Table 5.2 (Step 7). For every trace, we keep the
total node–hours (#nodes × runtime) of large and normal jobs in the indicated ratio.
We also separate the usage trace profile for each additional file created in the previous
step (Step 8). Finally, we convert the new augmented traces to a binary readable by
the simulator (Step 9).

In the end, we have a new input job trace preserving the synthetic trace info, but
including the memory capacity and an identifier for the job application. The memory
will be used for resource scheduling, while the application identifier will be used by
the contention model to calculate the slowdown suffered by this particular job due to
resource sharing.

5.2.3 Adapting Grizzly Trace

The methodology applied to the Grizzly dataset is much simpler than the ones presented
in the previous Sections. To be able to use and simulate the Grizzly dataset, we
extracted some periods from the entire dataset. We separated the dataset into periods
(a week) to group jobs into a reasonable set of jobs. Then, we calculated the utilization
using the average node–hours usage to represent the average cluster node utilization
before we start our simulations. To perform this calculation, we summed the node–
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hours of all jobs in the period and divided it by the period’s makespan (calculated
using the start time of the first job and end time of the last job in that period).
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(b) Maximum memory usage from usage trace profile.
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Figure 5.3 Trace memory heatmap distribution versus job size for the synthetic model
plus Google trace.
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We sampled the Grizzly dataset (see Section 2.3.4), to obtain a smaller trace that
was feasible to simulate. Figure 5.4 shows all the one-week periods in the Grizzly
dataset, in terms of CPU utilization (on the 𝑥-axis), maximum job node–hours (on the
𝑦-axis of the left-hand plot) and maximum job memory usage (on the 𝑦-axis of the
right-hand plot). The CPU utilization was calculated as the total node–hours of the
jobs divided by the total node–hours over the period. The simulated periods are shown
as blue triangles and the remaining periods are shown as gray dots. We took a random
sampling of the weeks with a utilization of 70% or more, which is representative of
HPC [56]. We then randomly chose seven periods to simulate. Figure 5.4 shows that
the chosen periods are representative of the important periods during which utilization
is relatively high.
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Figure 5.4 Sampling the Grizzly usage trace. Each point represents a 1-week period.
Simulated periods, depicted as blue triangles, are representative of weeks with CPU
utilization ≥ 70%.

We generated the input job traces using seven periods selected from the dataset.
First, we separate from the jobs’ specifications the metrics we could extract from them,
e.g. runtime and the number of nodes. However, to simulate the traces we must create
a SWF like trace style used by the simulator. Consequently, we augmented them to
generate the missing fields required by our simulation methodology, e.g. requested
memory, submission time, application id. For the requested memory metric, we used
the maximum memory consumed by the job in any node. As this information is
not present in the initial dataset, we intentionally used the maximum memory usage
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reported, because by doing so, we would be able to verify the significance of users’
resource estimation on the system’s performance.

Then, to finalize the setting up of the simulated job traces, we generated a submission
distribution using the CIRNE Comprehensive Model [70] and we performed a Euclidean
distance to map each job to a real application in our pool of previously executed
applications. This step maps each real application (presented in Section 4.1) to a
similar job in the selected period based on its size and runtime. This step is necessary
in order to use our contention model during the simulation to estimate the effect of
shared memory resources.

In the end, since the dataset is composed of several records of memory consumption
for every job in each compute node (every ten seconds), we formatted the usage trace
to our simulation methodology. We generated our usage trace profile for each selected
period. The usage profile is an additional trace file with several records having the jobid,
node, memory usage, and the application’s progress, which defines the time window
the recorded memory usage represents. To keep the simulation time under control, we
apply the RDP [142, 143] algorithm for each pair of jobs and node to filter the number
of records from the usage trace profile. The algorithm will resample it to a similar
curve with fewer points.



CHAPTER 6

Extending Slurm Simulator for Disaggregated
Memory

In the previous Chapters, we introduced basic concepts and materials used throughout
this work. We also introduced a generic approach to estimate the performance

degradation due to the sharing of disaggregated memory using a profiling technique.
By contrast, this Chapter describes how we extended the Slurm resource manager to
support disaggregated memory and how we integrated the developed contention model
(presented in Chapter 4) in our simulated environment. The content presented in this
Chapter can be found in our paper [40].

Over 90% of the HPC systems in the TOP500 list are built using a cluster architec-
ture. HPC clusters are cost-effective, well understood, and scalable to thousands of
nodes. In a cluster architecture, the coordination of all hardware and software falls
under the control of the resource management software. It is a key component for
the distribution of computing power within the cluster infrastructure. The resource
manager’s goal is to satisfy users’ demands for computation and achieve acceptable
performance in the overall system utilization by efficiently matching requests to re-
sources.

Nevertheless, the rigid boundaries between compute nodes limits compute and
memory resource utilization in existing HPC systems. HPC applications are rarely
co-located on a compute node [10], so they have exclusive access to self-contained
servers, and any of the node resources that are not used by the running application
cannot be made available to other applications. This problem of stranded resources
is especially critical for memory [1] because HPC application memory demands vary
dramatically, by orders of magnitude, due to application characteristics and strong
scaling [6, 7].
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Disaggregated memory has recently been proposed to allow a flexible and fine-
grained allocation of memory capacity to compute jobs [14, 8, 10]. In this direction,
we propose an extension to the Slurm job manager to allocate memory capacity to jobs
in a disaggregated memory system. Research in job scheduling cannot easily be done
using a production system, and in any case, disaggregated memory prototypes are
still at the research level, and system software is immature. We, therefore, extend an
existing simulation approach using Slurm to account for memory bandwidth contention
in disaggregated memory leveraging the developed Slowdown based method presented
in Chapter 4. We then use the extended Slurm simulator to determine the overall
system throughput, job queuing, and execution time of a large-scale disaggregated
HPC system.

A positive aspect brought by the disaggregated architectures is that requests from
resource-hungry applications can be executed in such architecture consuming resources
from other servers, while others can share memory to better exploit memory capacity
and improve performance [26]. They can be submitted to a regular queue, avoiding
the need to wait for large memory nodes1 (typically a small number in the cluster),
without having to overprovision resources [7].

In summary, the major contributions of this Chapter are:
1 A Disaggregated-aware allocation policy implemented in the Slurm resource

manager. The allocation policy allows nodes to use the memory capacity of a remote
node when the memory demands of submitted jobs exceed the system node’s local
memory.

2 We present an extended job scheduler simulator to support disaggregated
memory on top of the Slurm resource and job management system. The simulator
environment supports the evaluation of several adaptations to the resource manager
and takes into account the heterogeneity among the resources.

3 An at-scale evaluation of our contention model and allocation policy for disag-
gregated memories using the simulation environment. Using a disaggregated memory
approach, similar overall system throughput and job response time (waiting time plus
execution time) can be achieved when compared to an existing HPC system, while
using up to 33% less memory, depending on the imbalance between the system and the
memory demands of the submitted jobs. The Slurm simulator extension and allocation
policy are released open source [144].

1On MareNostrum–4 at BSC large memory nodes represents only 6% of the total number of nodes.
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6.1 Resource Allocation for Disaggregated Memory
Systems

As presented in Section 2.1.1, one of the major characteristics that prevent the use
of disaggregation by the Slurm resource manager is that it has a processing and
server-based architecture. Memory management is tightly coupled with the availability
of CPU cores, despite being configured as a controlled resource. This means that
nodes without idle cores are excluded from allocations, even if there is unused memory
capacity. To improve the utilization and throughput of the system, we adjust the
scheduling and resource selection to support the use of remote memory capacity across
the cluster to create the disaggregated infrastructure for the resource manager.

We notice that modifying the resource selection and using remote memory across
the cluster impacts applications. This means that validation through simulating the
platform requires some degree of consideration for the application’s performance running
in such a configuration. To this end, in Section 6.2 we integrated the disaggregated
strategies considered in this thesis and the developed contention model described
in Chapter 4 to characterize the slowdown experienced by the applications sharing
memory resources.

After our initial analysis of the job scheduling process depicted in Figure 2.3 and
described in the Section 2.1.1, we modified the verification performed by the job
scheduling process to build the list of nodes available to the job. It checks what kind of
node configuration has enough memory capacity to satisfy the request before removing
it from the selection. In the baseline system, if no nodes can satisfy the request then an
error is raised, even though there is enough memory scattered throughout the system.

While the default allocation (Baseline) used by Slurm removes nodes with less
free memory than is required by the job, our allocation approach differs substantially.
We separate into distinct lists the nodes with available cores and memory. From this
point forward, we can adopt several strategies to allocate memory that will impact
application performance. Some of the strategies are described in the following Sections.

6.1.1 Job submission interface

In order to take advantage of disaggregated memory, the user must indicate the amount
of memory required. It may not always be possible to obtain this information, although
it must be pointed out that on existing systems users already need to have some idea
of the memory demands in order to choose whether to submit the jobs to the normal
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or large memory queue. In the following Chapters, we will discuss the impact of the
user’s provided memory demands on the overall system’s performance.

It is also worth pointing out that the user does not have to indicate the memory
bandwidth to allocate disaggregated resources to the job in our system. During
the allocation, the resource manager exclusively uses the requested memory, as we
already mentioned that it is the prevalent method on existing systems. Notwithstanding,
memory bandwidth is an important parameter used by our contention model during our
simulations to correctly estimate the contention on shared resources and consequently
the application’s performance. The parameter is incorporated into our job traces as
indicated in Section 5.2.

6.1.2 Supporting Memory Disaggregation

Figure 6.1 details some of the allocation strategies explored in this work. In this
Figure the letters represent jobs and their order of arrival. Our basic implementation
is the Strawman approach (Figure 6.1a), in which we consider every node with cores
and memory available. In this approach, we first select the processing units. Later, we
iterate over the nodes with memory available and accumulate it until the requested
amount of memory for the job is satisfied. The downside of this approach is that it
will generally assign mainly remote memory for the jobs, even though there is local
memory available for other nodes. As it can be seen in Figure 6.1a, Job B using a
single node allocates its whole memory requirement remotely because the local memory
associated with the selected compute units in node N3 is already taken by Job A. It
happens because in this approach both resources are treated completely independently
without trying to allocate memory close to the processing unit. Consequently, it will
compromise the jobs’ performance, since it will lead to undesirable higher contentions
and remote usage.

The following implementation is the Naive approach (Figure 6.1b). In this approach
the resource allocation starts packing memory locally to the job, otherwise, it uses
remote memory nodes. It tries to solve the problems arising from the Strawman
approach by mainly accumulating memory close to the cores. However, two major
issues arise from this approach. The first one is that since it accumulates the memory
locally, jobs with low memory requirements and jobs that do not fully utilize a local
memory node will have their memory packed on a few nodes which will decrease the
local memory ratio. In the Figure, Job C uses two processes (running on node N1 and
N2) and its memory requirement can fit on a single node. Consequently, the approach
will allocate the memory locally for the process running on node N1 and remotely for
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the process running on node N2. The second problem using the Naive approach is that
it might use nodes with a small amount of available local memory that will lead to
unnecessary high usage of remote memory. In this case, Job G is allocated to node N5
which has low local memory available, the remaining capacity is allocated remotely on
node N2.

To cope with the problems of the previous approaches we analyzed the Local
approach (Figure 6.1c). The idea behind this approach is that it only allocates nodes
that meet a defined threshold of local memory available. If the local memory is below the
defined threshold, the node is used only as a memory node for other jobs, which means
that the compute units associated with the node are not allocated to any incoming job.
In this case, node N4 has CPU and memory available, however, it effectively becomes
a memory node as the memory available is too low to receive new requests (most of its
capacity has been taken by another job). As a consequence, the next job to start, Job
K, allocates node N5 which satisfies its CPU and memory requirements. An issue with
this implementation is that for resource hungry jobs the allocation accumulates the
total required remote memory for the whole job. Consequently, we consider the job will
have several of its nodes contending for the same memory node due to local/remote
access.

We further improved Local approach implementing the Local spread approach
(Figure 6.1d). For this approach every compute node receives a specific memory node
based on its remote demand, hence eliminating the contention the job would have had
accessing the same memory node. In this case, for Job L running on nodes N1 and N2,
it will receive memory capacity from node N3 for the process running on node N1 and
memory from node N4 for the process running on node N2. This approach prioritizes
the usage of local memory while spreading the remote memory. For resource hungry
jobs, remote access will dominate the contention with other jobs when accessing the
remote memory nodes.

In spite of prioritizing nodes with higher local memory available to decrease the
remote memory usage and increase performance, a common issue to the Local, Local
spread, and similar approaches is that some nodes will be used exclusively as memory
nodes. Their memory threshold constraint can lead to a waste of CPU across the
system, which can decrease overall efficiency and increase the cost. Nevertheless, we
argue that this might happen when memory is the bottleneck and the most requested
resource in the system. In addition, previous studies have shown that memory is the
most underutilized resource, and therefore the overall performance will benefit from
better memory usage.
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Figure 6.1 Graphical schemes of some memory allocations explored in this work for
a few simple cases. The letters represent the job’s order of arrival and each color
identifies different jobs and their respective allocated memory. Red boxes represent
allocations that incur unnecessary remote usage or contention. Green boxes depict
adequate allocation and white boxes represent resources available.
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6.1.3 Disaggregated Allocation Policy

Table 6.1 summarizes the allocation strategies considered in this work and detailed in
the previous Section. It also introduces the strategy employed for our results and is
detailed in this Section. The majority of the strategies had poor performance compared
to the baseline (see Section 6.3.5). They failed because they either generally assigned
mainly remote memory for the jobs (even in the presence of available local memory),
or because they used nodes with low local memory which contributed to increasing the
remote memory usage (decreasing local to remote ratio).

Table 6.1 Summary of disaggregated strategies considered in this work

Approach Summary Advantage Constraint

Strawman First it selects the process-
ing units. Then, accumu-
lates memory capacity to
satisfy the request.

Uses fewer re-
sources.

High usage of remote
memory.

Naive Accumulates memory
close to cores.

Increase local
bandwidth usage
compared to the
Strawman.

Uses compute units
with low local mem-
ory available. High
usage of remote mem-
ory.

Local Allocates nodes with a
minimum amount of lo-
cal memory defined by a
threshold.

Avoid allocating
nodes with low
memory capacity
available.

Nodes of jobs may
contend for the same
memory node. May
waste resources as
nodes can be used
solely as memory
nodes.

Local spread Every compute node re-
ceives an exclusive mem-
ory node.

Each node of
a job does not
share bandwidth
from remote
memory nodes.

Distinct memory fea-
tures lead to unneces-
sary remote memory
usage. May waste re-
sources as nodes can
be used solely as mem-
ory nodes.

(table continues)
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Table 6.1 Continued: Summary of disaggregated strategies considered in this work

Approach Summary Advantage Constraint

Chosen Uses baseline allocation
before the disaggregation.

Leverages dis-
tinct memory
configurations
to reduce the
need for remote
memory usage.

May waste resources
as nodes can be used
solely as memory
nodes.

Even though the Local spread approach tries to increase the local-to-remote ratio,
we notice two main issues when prioritizing the usage of local memory while spreading
the remote memory. The first issue is that the allocation will favor nodes that already
have memory remotely allocated instead of using nodes with free memory, consequently,
the job will have its execution slowed down due to unnecessary use of remote memory.
The second issue of this approach is that for resource hungry jobs in a heterogeneous
environment, it does not differentiate nodes with distinct memory features. Therefore,
the jobs can use nodes with much less total memory, and then to fulfill the requirement
it will use more remote memory. In this case, more remote access will slowdown the
jobs’ execution.

Normal capacity nodes
(32 GB)

Large capacity nodes
(64 GB)

B

32G

D

32G 32G
20G

CPU

MEM 32G

A A C

64G 64G

N1 N2Node N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10

48G 48G 40G

Figure 6.2 Graphical scheme of the memory allocation explored in this work for a
simple case considering a system with half of its nodes having 32 GB (5 nodes on the
left) and 64 GB of memory (5 nodes on the right).

Figure 6.2 presents a schematic simple case to exemplify the best allocation strategy
explored in this work. This Figure shows a heterogeneous system with 10 nodes,
equally divided into normal and large nodes. A, B, C and D represent the order of
jobs submitted to this system with different node and memory requirements.
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To mitigate the above issues experienced with previous strategies, we use the
baseline allocation method that increases the local-to-remote memory ratio, and we
employ the disaggregated strategy when there are insufficient nodes to satisfy the
current request or a resource-hungry job is scheduled. The baseline strategy selects all
nodes that have enough local memory to satisfy the job’s requirement of memory per
node to avoid unnecessary remote memory access. In Figure 6.2, jobs A, B, and D
uses only local memory since the approach is able to find the best node that satisfies
the job’s memory-per-node request. On the other hand, job C requires more memory
than any node in the system is able to provide. To serve this request we use our
disaggregated approach employing remote memory.

To improve performance, we do not use the CPU cores of nodes that have already lent
memory to another node (Section 6.3.4 evaluates the effect of relaxing this requirement).
This means that such a node effectively becomes a memory node for other jobs. Our
approach, then, to increase the local-to-remote ratio, favors nodes with higher memory
available applying a weight to each node based on their available memory. Then, nodes
with higher local memory available are selected, consequently decreasing the influence
of remote memory access. Instead of using normal nodes to satisfy the job’s C request,
the approach uses large nodes, thus increasing the local memory usage. For a newly
submitted job, node N9 might be used exclusively as a memory node since only 37,5%
of its local memory is available.

6.2 Contention Model and Disaggregated Integra-
tion into Slurm Simulator

Figure 6.3 shows our disaggregated memory approach and contention model integration
into the BSC Slurm simulator. Our disaggregated memory approach modifications are
depicted as red boxes, while the contention model integration is represented as dashed
red boxes. As detailed in previous Sections, our disaggregation approach modifies the
resource manager scheduling process by expanding the baseline resource allocation
with remote memory usage. All the modifications are done on the controller side
which performs all allocation and scheduling operations. However, since the simulator
Slurmd daemon is a simplification of the original source code, the contention model is
responsible to support the update of the simulated runtime.

The Slurm simulator previously assumed no contention among jobs, in terms of
network, CPU, and memory. This is a reasonable assumption for non-disaggregated
memory systems, due, firstly, to the independent nature of the compute nodes and,
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secondly, to the common use of non-blocking networks in HPC systems. This assumption
simplifies the simulator because the execution time of each job is independent of the
scheduling and allocation policies and is known in advance. The actual execution time
of each job is recorded as one of the fields in the SWF trace file.
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Figure 6.3 Developed disaggregated memory scheduling and contention model inte-
gration into BSC Slurm simulator.

We modified the trace format to also provide the information needed by the memory
access contention model (see Section 5.2.1 and Chapter 4). In fact, since many of
the jobs were for similar applications, we use a unique identifier for each simulated
application type. The trace file specifies the baseline execution time without contention
and the application type identifier. Using the application type identifier we are able to
access its bandwidth (contentiousness) and the local-to-remote access memory ratio
(penalty accessing remote memory). As pointed out in Section 6.1.1, this information
is only used by the contention model to correctly estimate the contention on shared
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resources. The allocation policy does not need this information and therefore no extra
profiling is required to allocate resources.

We modified the simulator to invoke the contention model each time any job starts
(Launch job function). The contention model calculates the estimated performance
of every job that potentially has a contention with the starting job. It will also
account for the slowdown the jobs suffer accessing remote memory in case of having
no contention with another running job. The output of the contention model is the
estimated performance of the job, 𝑃est, where for example 𝑃est < 1 whenever the job
suffers slowdown and a value of 𝑃est equal to 1 means that the job runs without
contention with other jobs or uses entirely local memory. The estimated performance
is interpreted as the speed at which the original baseline runtime is executed. After
each time period, the remaining runtime is updated based on the elapsed time and
the speed during this interval, as given in Equation 6.1. It is crucial to emphasize
that the contention model is also invoked upon the completion of each job. This
step is necessary to update the execution speed of any simulated jobs that experience
contention with the finishing job. By eliminating the contention caused by the finishing
job on the shared resources, we ensure a more accurate representation of the execution
of the remaining jobs.

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑙𝑒 𝑓 𝑡′ = 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒_𝑙𝑒 𝑓 𝑡 − 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎_𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 × 𝑃est (6.1)

As pointed out in Section 4.3.3, a drawback of using the contention model in our
experiments is that it considers only a single latency to model the access and contention
on remote memory usage across the cluster. We know that the farther the nodes are
from each other the higher will be the latency accessing the memory. Even though
we assume a single latency in our simulated system, the effect of this assumption on
performance in our results is further analyzed in Section 6.3.7.

6.3 Evaluation
The details of our simulated environment, configuration, methodology used for input
generation, and its distribution applied in our experiments are listed in Chapter 5.

6.3.1 System Throughput

Leveraging the contention model and the Slurm simulator, we evaluate the imple-
mented disaggregated infrastructure described in Section 6.1 simulating the different
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heterogeneous scenarios presented in Section 5.2. In this step, we assumed that the
scalability of our memory access contention model has the same behavior presented
in Section 4.5 when we scale the number of nodes. For every system configuration,
we simulated different job mixes in terms of pressure on the large memory resource.
Figure 6.4 presents the throughput achieved for each simulated scenario when different
job mixes are submitted. It is normalized towards the homogeneous 100% large nodes
system since this system has enough resources to execute any job across all inputs.
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Figure 6.4 Normalized throughput (𝑦-axis) experienced by each simulated system
(𝑥-axis) for various job mixes. Missing bars in the plots indicate there are not enough
large memory nodes to run all the jobs.

The baseline approach is able to execute all job mixes except when the system has
0% large nodes, in which case the baseline cannot execute any large jobs as no node has
enough memory. We, therefore, remove all baseline data points for the 0% system and
job mixes except 0% large. For this reason, the 𝑥-axis in Figure 6.4 has double bars
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showing the comparison between the baseline and disaggregated approaches except for
the 0% system for job mixes with large jobs.

Figure 6.4 shows a clear trend in the system’s throughput based on the resource
availability and the jobs mix. We can notice that for the baseline approach throughput
is high when the job mix matches or is lower than the ratio of large and normal
memory resources within the system. However, the baseline’s throughput decreases
substantially when the job mix has a higher ratio of large memory jobs and the system
is underprovisioned to satisfy the request. It indicates that the resource manager
considers for allocation only a subset of nodes on the system that is able to run the
large jobs, thereby the jobs wait longer to have access to the resources needed leaving
aside other nodes. It contributes to increasing the makespan and therefore to low
utilization and throughput.

On the other hand, besides reaching the same throughput as the baseline when
the mix of jobs matches the system or the system is overprovisioned, our approach
increased the throughput compared to the baseline when the job mix runs on an
underprovisioned system. It happens because our approach performs a disaggregated
allocation that leverages the remote idle resources that are not used by other jobs or
that are not possible using the baseline approach.

The memory savings provided by the disaggregated approach are noticeable. For
example, when the job mix has 50% large jobs, the baseline requires at least 50% of
the nodes to have large capacity whereas the disaggregated approach has only 5%
degradation with 0% large capacity nodes (Figure 6.4). Since the large nodes have
twice the memory capacity of the normal nodes, the disaggregated approach reduces
the total memory capacity by 33%, compared with the baseline. The savings in the
other scenarios are lower but still significant. For the 15%, 25%, and 75% large job
scenarios, the potential memory savings are 14%, 20%, and 15%.

6.3.2 System Response Time

Figure 6.5 shows the cumulative distribution of the response time (defined by the
waiting time plus execution time) for two different systems and three job mixes. We
show these scenarios for brevity since the others exhibit the same trend presented in
this Figure. When the job mixes match (middle panels) or run on an overprovisioned
system (left-hand side panels), the approach’s lines overlap showing similar performance.
On the other hand, when the job mix stresses more resources on an underprovisioned
system (right-hand side panels), we notice that the baseline starts to increase its
response time compared to our approach. The jobs will compete for a small number
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of resources hence increasing their waiting time. This performance penalty will start
to be apparent to the users in the system as their submitted jobs will take longer to
finish after their submission. The impact of decreasing resources is less noticeable with
our approach as it presents a lower probability of longer response times. Our approach
leverages the idle resources that are deemed unable to run some jobs by the baseline,
consequently decreasing the waiting time of some jobs.
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Figure 6.5 Cumulative distribution of response time for two different systems and
different job mixes.

Figure 6.6 presents the distribution of response time across the top three scenarios
of Figure 6.5 but divides them into large and normal jobs. We only show three scenarios
for brevity, as we have seen that the other scenarios presented similar performance.
We can notice that for the scenarios in which there was no benefit from disaggregated
memory (left-hand side and middle panels), the baseline and disaggregated approaches
have similar response time distributions. However, in the scenario for which there is a
large reduction in response time (right-hand side panel), the large and normal jobs
benefit roughly equally.
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Figure 6.6 Response time distribution for large and normal jobs.

6.3.3 CPU and Memory System Utilization

Figure 6.7 shows the CPU and memory utilization, across all executed scenarios. In
all subplots, the 𝑥-axis is the CPU utilization and the 𝑦-axis is the memory utilization,
both relative to the maximum capacity of the memory and nodes of the system on
which the trace is executed. The scenarios are divided into overprovisioned (job mix
demands fewer large nodes than available), match (job mix demand equals the number
of large nodes), and underprovisioned (demands more). We notice that when the system
is overprovisioned to satisfy any submission of a job mix (left-hand side), our approach
and the baseline have similar performance. In this scenario, both are constrained by
CPUs, with a moderate utilization of memory. The same pattern goes for the scenarios
where the job mix matches the system ratio (middle).

When there is a mismatch between the job mix and the system resource capacity
(right-hand side) we see that the baseline performs poorly, and both memory and
CPU have low utilization. This happens because the baseline is constrained by the
number of large nodes, leaving normal node memory and cores idle and decreasing the
overall utilization. In contrast, our approach uses remote memory to satisfy the job
requests, hence increasing CPU and memory utilization in the mismatched scenarios.
The jobs are not constrained by the memory of a particular node but by the total
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memory available within the system. On average, our approach increases the memory
utilization by a factor of 1.6, while having almost 90% of CPU utilization compared to
the baseline.
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Figure 6.7 Average memory and CPU utilization when using either Disaggregation or
Baseline under different job/node demands/capacities.

6.3.4 Varying Local Memory Threshold

To understand the effects of applying a threshold over the node’s available memory
before considering the selection of the compute nodes, we run several experiments
varying this parameter. The Figure 6.8 presents the performance of the disaggregated
approach when varying the local memory allocation threshold. We notice a slight
decrease in the throughput when we decrease the local memory threshold. Even though
we allow nodes with low free local memory capacity to take part in the compute node
selection, to improve the allocation process we apply a weight to ranking the nodes
based on their free memory capacity available before the actual node selection, which
decreases the influence of the threshold parameter.

6.3.5 Different Memory Allocation Designs

In this section we present the results of running the different designs implemented in
this work and detailed in Section 6.1.2, namely Strawman, Naive, Local, Local spread
and the chosen Disaggregated approach (defined in Section 6.1.3 and used in all results
in this Chapter). Figure 6.9 presents the normalized throughput for every design on a
few representative scenarios. Overall, the tested designs presented lower throughput
than the chosen disaggregated strategy. Strawman and the Naive approaches presented
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Figure 6.8 Effect of local memory threshold on throughput.

the lowest throughput among them in every scenario. It happens as both approaches
allocate more remote memory even though there is local memory available to the
compute nodes, thus increasing the remote-to-local ratio and exposing the application
to unnecessary slowdown. Local and Local spread presented an improvement over the
other two approaches with the latter having close results to our developed method on
the underprovisioned scenario since they share a similar remote memory allocation
policy. On the other hand, for overprovisioned scenarios, they decreased the throughput,
as they disaggregated resources even though there are nodes with enough local capacity
to satisfy the job’s memory request. In opposition, our chosen Disaggregated approach
applied in our simulations only resorts to disaggregation when there are insufficient
resources, thus decreasing job degradation.
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Figure 6.9 Normalized throughput for alternative disaggregated scheduling algorithms.
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6.3.6 Scheduling Overhead

Figure 6.10 shows the averaged total scheduling time per job for both approaches in
all simulated scenarios. The total time is divided by the number of jobs in each job
mix, which varies from 16,000 to 27,000 jobs. To properly compare both approaches,
we removed the 0% system bar for the baseline approach, since the baseline is only
able to execute one job mix on this system. We can observe that as we add to the
system more large capacity nodes, the baseline takes advantage and decreases its total
scheduling time. Its large variance for underprovisioned systems is due to the large job
mixes that put more pressure on the insufficient resource, consequently generating a
bottleneck in the scheduling for the baseline. The increase in scheduling time is almost
completely explained by the larger number of attempts to backfill jobs. On the other
hand, the disaggregated approach is able to avoid this bottleneck and get more benefits
on underprovisioned systems. It presents less overhead than the baseline when memory
resources are constrained.
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Figure 6.10 Total scheduling time averaged per system.

6.3.7 Constraining Memory Allocation

In order to analyze the effects of the simplification in our contention model (single
latency model detailed in Section 4.3.3), we executed an experiment constraining the
number of nodes allowed to borrow or lend remote memory. We define a group as
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the number of nodes that have similar latency among them but would have different
latencies accessing other groups, therefore we disable the allocation of memory between
groups. By grouping the nodes and limiting the number of remote nodes that can be
allocated, we try to quantify the effect that considering only one latency to access any
node in the system has on the achieved performance. Figure 6.11 shows the normalized
throughput (𝑦-axis) as a function of the number of nodes allowed to share memory
(𝑥-axis) in a group. As an example, for a group of 2, a node is only allowed to use its
local memory and the memory of a remote node close to it.
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Figure 6.11 Normalized throughput (𝑦-axis) as a function of the number of nodes
allowed to share memory (𝑥-axis) considering two systems and different job mixes.

In this Figure we show the results considering the three common scenarios presented
throughout this work, which are: the overprovisioned and matched scenarios (leftmost
and middle panels), and the underprovisioned scenario (rightmost panels). For matched
and overprovisioned scenarios the assumption has no effect on the overall performance
achieved as we have seen that in these scenarios there is no need for using disaggregation.
These systems have enough resources to run the job mix without requiring remote
memory capacity.
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On the other hand, for underprovisioned scenarios in which disaggregation is used,
most of the gains (comparing the baseline and disaggregated execution) is not due to
the simplification of the model using a fixed latency. We can notice that even using a
group of 2 it is already enough to outperform the baseline execution. Increasing the
number of nodes in the group does not increase dramatically the overall performance
as so to impact our results.

In our simulations (up to this point) our setup involves large memory capacity
nodes and normal memory capacity nodes (having half of the capacity of a large node).
Therefore, the demands of the jobs are no more than twice the memory capacity of the
normal nodes, which also helps to explain the disaggregated performance using a small
group of nodes. In this sense, an additional remote memory node is already enough
to improve the performance compared to the baseline execution, since the baseline is
not able to execute high memory demands jobs on lower provisioned systems. This
behavior might not hold true for cloud/data-center premises as nodes may support
the colocation of jobs in these systems. On the other hand, we target HPC systems in
which colocation of applications is rarely done.

6.4 Conclusion
Disaggregated memory addresses the problem of stranded resources inherent in the
dominant HPC cluster architecture that causes globally inefficient use of both CPU
and memory. In this Chapter, we investigated how a disaggregated–memory–aware job
scheduler can make use of a disaggregated memory platform to maintain throughput
and improve response time while using less total system memory. Since research in job
scheduling requires a simulation platform that is both faster and less intrusive than
running on a real system, in this thesis we extended an existing Slurm simulator to
support disaggregated memories. For a complete analysis, we developed and integrated
a contention model to quantify the impact of remote memory sharing on application
performance and embedded this model into the Slurm simulator.

We used the simulator to develop and evaluate at scale a disaggregated memory
allocation policy implemented in Slurm. The results show that depending on the level
of imbalance between the system and memory demands of scheduled jobs, memory
disaggregation enables resource savings of up to 33% compared to the state–of–the–art
resource manager. The Slurm simulator extension and allocation policy are released
open source in [144].
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It is known that users must express beforehand their resource demands when
submitting jobs to HPC systems. The request will be based on users’ knowledge or
ability to estimate the resources necessary to run the job. Consequently, they will likely
overestimate their demands to avoid having the job killed by running out of resources.
In this Chapter we assumed that the submitted jobs perfectly estimate their demands.
For the following Chapters, we will dive into the effects of the user’s ability to predict
memory demands and job resource utilization on system performance.



CHAPTER 7

Memory Demands in Disaggregated HPC Systems

Disaggregated memory has recently been proposed as a way to provide a flexible
and fine-grained allocation of memory capacity [13, 14, 2, 8, 10, 26]. The addition

of disaggregated memory to an HPC cluster architecture would allow applications to
share system memory capacity, reducing or eliminating stranded memory resources
that would otherwise be unavailable to other HPC jobs, while maintaining the cost-
effectiveness and scalability of traditional HPC cluster architectures. Although there is
some ongoing work on dynamic resource assignment and malleability [33, 34], most
HPC job schedulers statically assign resources to jobs. This means that the user of a
disaggregated memory system is required to provide an accurate upper bound on the
job’s memory demands at submission time.

This Chapter investigates how critical such memory demand bounds are for max-
imising system throughput and minimising job response time (defined to be waiting
time in the queue plus execution time). We analyse to what degree the users would
have a natural incentive to provide accurate memory bounds. Our analysis uses the
extended BSC’s Slurm simulator for disaggregated memory systems (see Chapter 6).

We use a simulation approach for two main reasons. Firstly, there are no large-scale
HPC systems with disaggregated memory hardware including a complete software
stack. Secondly, and more importantly, simulations allow studies to be performed more
quickly without occupying the resources of large-scale production systems. Moreover,
the correlation analysis of Section 7.1.2 can only realistically be done using simulation.

In our studies, we show that from the HPC system operator’s perspective, overall
system throughput is conditional on accurate memory estimations, but, from the
perspective of a single user on a large system, there is little incentive to provide an
accurate bound on memory consumption. Even when the cost of a 60% increase in
memory demands only increases a single job’s user response time by 8%, the aggregate
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result of everybody doing so can be a 25% reduction in system throughput and a
5× increase in average response time. We make some initial recommendations and
encourage additional research in this direction. If these results are reproduced more
widely, then it will almost certainly be necessary to allocate GB–hour memory capacity
explicitly, as part of the peer review process, in addition to the core–hours.

The contributions presented in this Chapter are published in our paper [41]. In
summary, we make the following contributions in this Chapter:

1 We use the extended BSC’s scalable Slurm simulator for disaggregated memory
to investigate how the user-specified memory upper bound affects overall system
throughput.

2 We introduce a simulation-based methodology to correlate the accuracy of the
memory upper bound with the job’s response time.

3 Assuming these results can be reproduced more widely, we make recommenda-
tions that can be applied to production systems.

7.1 Extending the Simulator with Memory Overes-
timation

We first extended the Slurm simulator with a memory overestimation module that
represents the user, by determining the memory consumption bound at submission
time, as a function of the actual peak memory consumption and the intended user
behavior. The output of this module is the estimated upper bound, which the Slurm
simulator passes to the disaggregated-aware Slurm in order to allocate resources. The
actual memory consumption, however, is still used by the Slowdown model to determine
the effect on performance.

In the baseline experiments, the upper bound equals the actual memory consumption.
This is the unrealistic best case, in which the users perfectly estimate each job’s
memory consumption. Otherwise, the estimated memory bound can be either (1)
overestimated by a fixed percentage, which can be used to quantify the general effect
of overestimation on overall system throughput and response times (in our tests, the
fixed percentage varies from +0% to +60%), or (2) overestimated by an independent,
identically distributed (i.i.d.) uniformly-random percentage between +0% and +100%,
which is used by our correlation analysis to quantify the effect on single job response
time.
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7.1.1 Determining the Effect on System Throughput

To determine the effect of overestimation on system throughput, we configure the
memory overestimation module to uniformly overestimate the memory demands of
all jobs, between +0% (the baseline) and +60%. We then plot system throughput as
a function of the overestimation. The impact of the overestimation on the system’s
performance is discussed in Section 7.2.1.

7.1.2 Correlating Memory Overestimation and Response Time

To determine the effect of overestimation on individual job response time, we may
plot a typical job’s response time as a function of its memory overestimation, holding
everything else constant. But it is clearly not practical, in terms of simulation time,
to do this one job at a time. Instead, we perform a correlation analysis, by running
the original trace several times, applying a uniformly-random overestimation to each
job. For this correlation analysis to make sense, it is important that the degree of
memory overestimation is independent of other job characteristics. This is one reason
why the simulation approach is important, as it allows us to apply an i.i.d. random
overestimation. Observational data may be misleading, for instance, if larger jobs
systematically had a larger (or smaller) degree of overestimation.

Figure 7.1a shows a direct plot of the response time as a function of the memory
overestimation, across all jobs, for the scenario with 50% large jobs and 0% large nodes.
The full results, for all scenarios, are in Section 7.2. We add a trend line using linear
regression. Since the jobs have widely varying response times, even with no memory
overestimation, the points on the 𝑦-axis have a very large range, of which Figure 7.1a
shows a small part. We, therefore, filter the jobs using the baseline response time,
when the overestimation is +0%, to obtain Figure 7.1b, which is for jobs whose baseline
response time was between 3 × 105 s and 4.2 × 105 s. In this Figure the 𝑦-axis presents
the response time when the jobs overestimate their memory consumption. Similar plots
were obtained for each interval of baseline response times. There is still significant
noise, but it is much less than before. Figure 7.1b also shows the trend line, which
allows us to predict the average response, for jobs with the given range of baseline
response times, i.e. from +0% to +100%, as a function of the memory overestimation.

Finally, Figure 7.1c assembles all the information into a single figure. The 𝑥-axis
is the baseline response time, for +0% overestimation, and the 𝑦-axis is the actual
response time, depending on the overestimation (five different curves). In this example,
we see a large increase in the overall response times, e.g. from 2.0 × 105 s to 7.5 × 105 s
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for the top-rightmost point, but we see very little difference between the +0% and
+100% cases. In Section 7.2.3, we will show the complete results, which follow a similar
trend.
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Figure 7.1 Correlating memory overestimation to response time (example with 50%
large jobs and 0% large nodes).
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7.2 Results
Here we evaluate and discuss in more detail the effects of job requests that may
overestimate memory on the system performance and user response time. We analyse
the difference it makes to the users being perfectly accurate by specifying their requests,
and what happens to the requests on the system. The details for the configuration of
our simulated environment, methodology used for input generation, and its distribution
applied in our experiments are listed in Chapter 5.

7.2.1 System Job Throughput

Figure 7.2 presents the throughput of the system, in jobs per second, as a function of
the memory demand overestimation, across all scenarios. We notice that, in all cases,
system throughput drops as the overestimation increases. Even though for low degrees
of overestimation, the impact on throughput is modest, the degradation increases with
the mismatch between the system and the job mix, reaching almost 40%. We, therefore,
conclude that, from the system operator’s perspective, effective system utilization
requires that the jobs generally have accurate estimations of their memory demands.
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Figure 7.2 System throughput (y-axis) when all jobs overestimate memory require-
ments by the same percentage (x-axis).
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7.2.2 System Job Response Time

Figure 7.3 shows the average response time when all jobs overestimate the memory
demands by the same amount. Following a similar trend as the decrease in throughput,
the response time increases, showing that the system’s response time is impacted as a
whole when all jobs overestimate their requests. For such a scenario, we notice that
when all users are accurate in specifying the memory usage, it would benefit the whole
system, because it would decrease the load on the system in queuing time due to the
lack of resources. Consequently, the system would run more efficiently by decreasing
overall response time and increasing overall throughput.
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Figure 7.3 Normalized response time (y-axis) when all jobs overestimate memory
requirement by the same amount (x-axis).

7.2.3 User Job Response Time

Each plot in Figure 7.4 shows the average response time (𝑦-axis) as a function of
the baseline response time (𝑥-axis) for the jobs of two types of users. The data is
obtained following the methodology described in Section 7.1.2. The 0% line is for
a “diligent” user who accurately determines the memory consumption whereas the
100% line is for a “careless” user whose prediction is twice the actual consumption.
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Results are shown in a 3 × 3 grid, corresponding to the three different systems and job
mixes. Figure 7.4 plots the actual average response time, whereas Figure 7.5 plots the
normalized response time.

We see in each scenario a large increase in response time, compared with the
baseline (represented by the black line). We notice, as expected, that in all scenarios
the response time is impacted even for the diligent user, whose jobs do not overestimate
the memory demands. For 0% large node system, where disaggregation is more often
used to accommodate the job mixes, we perceive a slight increase in response time when
the job doubles its request. However, there is little or no difference in the response
time when we start adding large nodes to the system. We observe that being accurate
in a scenario where other users are not, provides a small benefit to a single user, whose
jobs will be impacted by the load the other users create on the system due to their
overestimation.
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Figure 7.4 Individual job response times increase when the users overestimate job
memory demands, but memory overestimation has little effect on response times (+0%
curves vs +100% curves).
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Figure 7.5 Normalized figures for individual job response times.

7.3 Conclusion
Disaggregated memory is under development as a way to provide a flexible fine-grained
allocation of physical memory. Users of an HPC system supporting disaggregated
memory would likely be expected to estimate their job’s memory demands. In this
Chapter, we investigated how the system’s overall throughput and response time would
be affected, according to various assumptions on the user’s ability to predict memory
consumption. We find that even when there is a large effect on system throughput
(-25%) and response time (5× higher), there is a very little direct incentive for the
users to be accurate in their estimates, with only an 8% increase in response time. We
make a step towards understanding how to bring disaggregated memory to HPC, by
demonstrating that users should receive incentives to provide accurate memory usage
estimates. These incentives could translate to an increase in priority, the number of
simultaneous running jobs, or larger core–hour allocations.



CHAPTER 8

Dynamic Memory Provisioning on Disaggregated
HPC Systems

In the previous Chapter we investigated how the system is affected by the users’
ability to estimate the peak memory consumption of their jobs. However, HPC

applications have widely varying per-node memory footprints due to diverse application
characteristics, differing problem sizes, and strong scaling [2, 6, 7]. Imbalanced memory
usage can happen across compute nodes and time in a job [11]. The system’s resources
are severely underutilized when the system is not running its worst case workloads,
first because many HPC systems do not allow sharing resources. Second, due to
homogeneously configured nodes in the current systems [11, 56], which usually are
overprovisioned as a temporary solution to allow most of the workloads to fit within
the resources of a single node [32, 55, 35].

In a typical HPC cluster architecture, memory is tightly coupled to the CPUs
running the jobs, leading to stranded memory capacity and inefficient use of the
memory resources. In fact, 25% to 76% of the total memory capacity typically
remains idle [56, 10, 55, 68]. Disaggregated memory offers a way to improve memory
utilization, as memory becomes a pool that can be dynamically composed to match
the needs of the workloads [32]. It enables fine-grained allocation of memory capacity
to jobs [13, 14, 2, 8, 10, 26], while maintaining the cost-effectiveness and scalability of
a cluster architecture [55].

HPC job schedulers generally allocate resources statically [11], so disaggregated
memory resource management systems require the user to specify the peak memory
demands at submission time [40, 10, 11]. It is difficult for users to know the precise
maximum memory footprint, and they have the incentive to overestimate this figure
to avoid an out-of-memory error, which would terminate the job [36–38, 2]. In the
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previous Chapter, we investigated the incentive for users of a disaggregated memory
system to provide accurate memory estimates. We showed a tragedy of the commons
effect: even when a 60% overestimation increases a user’s total time from submission
to completion (the response time) by just 8%, the result of everybody doing so can be
a 5 times increase in response time and 25% reduction in throughput.

In this Chapter, we make a case for dynamic reallocation of disaggregated memory.
While we see a small benefit from the difference between the job’s peak and average
memory consumption, there is a large benefit from the difference between the job’s
peak memory consumption and the memory demand that the user would specify in the
job submission. We propose a strategy for dynamic memory allocation that reclaims
overallocated memory and we evaluate the policy using the BSC Slurm simulator [57].
The simulation approach allows work to proceed before the availability of a large-scale
HPC system with disaggregated memory and complete software stack, as well as
enabling rapid evaluation of multiple scenarios without occupying a real system.

We find that even assuming a conservative approach where the users correctly
estimate their maximum memory usage, system performance increases by up to 12%.
When memory demands are overestimated by +60%, the improvement in performance
for an underprovisioned system is up to 18%. Moreover, employing the dynamic
approach results in equivalent performance to the baseline while using fewer resources,
specifically 40% less memory provisioning for comparable throughput, within 5%.

Dynamic resource assignment has been explored in the context of malleability [33, 34,
106]. Unlike approaches for malleability, our approach does not need any modifications
to the application. Other studies investigate disaggregated memory but are done at a
relatively small scale [31, 32]. In contrast, our simulation approach has allowed the
evaluation to be performed on up to 1490 nodes. A more extensive comparison with
related work is in Chapter 3.

The contributions of this Chapter can be found in our paper [42] under submission.
In summary, the major contributions of this Chapter are:
1 We extend Slurm’s memory allocation policy and BSC’s Slurm simulator to support

disaggregated memory with dynamic memory reallocation.
2 We evaluate a set of simulated scenarios using synthetic and real-world traces and

investigate how the job memory allocation affects overall system throughput, response
time, utilization, and the cost–benefit in HPC systems.
3 We demonstrate that dynamic memory assignment delivers improvements up to 18%

in throughput, 38% in throughput per dollar, and up to 69% reduction in job response
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time (median), compared to a static policy, when there are imbalanced memory usage
and overestimated demands on underprovisioned systems.

8.1 Dynamic Memory Allocation Policy
We enhanced BSC’s Slurm simulator, extended for disaggregated memory presented in
Chapter 6, to support dynamic memory allocation. This allowed us to develop and
evaluate the dynamic memory allocation policy without requiring a large-scale dedicated
HPC system with disaggregated memory (which is impractical as the technology is
still in its infancy). Figure 8.1 depicts our memory allocation scheme in the context
of the Slurm resource manager. The scheme is divided into the Monitor, Decider,
Actuator, and Executor modules, and it works as follows. The initial allocation of a job
is done in the same way as presented in Chapter 6, based on the memory request in
the job’s submission script. But once the job begins, its actual memory consumption
is monitored over time, by the Monitor module in Slurmd, which runs on every node.
The memory usage information is collected by the system for all running jobs. Prior
works [78, 75] have already demonstrated low overhead for data collection to track job
executions, with sampling intervals on the order of seconds. In our work, we update
the memory usage on average by every 5 minutes. The usage information is passed to
the Slurm controller, which updates the job memory allocations. In Section 9.1, we
provide an additional discussion regarding the Monitor module.
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Figure 8.1 Proposed dynamic allocation of disaggregated memory and its integration
into Slurm.
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When Slurm receives the updated current memory consumption for a particular
node in a job, it will make a decision based on the current allocation (Decider module).
Next, the memory will be allocated by the Actuator module. If the current memory
usage on the node is lower than the current allocation, the resource manager will
deallocate memory. It will deallocate remote memory before deallocating local memory.
On the other hand, if the new usage is higher than the current allocation, the resource
manager will allocate memory locally, if possible, then remotely if necessary. In practice,
when a job dynamically allocates memory (e.g., using the malloc or new functions), it
initially utilizes the memory that has been reserved for it by Slurm. However, if the
job exceeds the reserved memory, it will be temporarily blocked, and Slurm will search
for available memory capacity within the entire system. Once found, the additional
memory will be allocated and assigned to the job, ensuring its continued execution.
The idea is to maximize the local-to-remote ratio, thus decreasing the impact of remote
memory accesses. Finally, the controller will update the job’s access to physical memory
on the node using the Executor module, which runs on each node. This module will
reset memory capacity constraints available to the job locally and remotely.

We assume the system has a proper allocation management that will prioritize local
memory rather than remote memory. Therefore, it should have an efficient mechanism
for moving the accessed data to the local memory, while unused data will be in the
remote region. An important management question is what to do when the system
runs out of memory. Dynamic memory allocation intentionally allows the peak memory
demands of the running jobs to exceed the system’s total physical memory. When
a job increases its memory usage, the system may not have enough free memory to
satisfy its needs. An invalid approach would be to block the job until memory becomes
available, but this would clearly risk deadlock.

Two valid approaches for dealing with jobs running out of memory are namely:
Fail/Restart (F/R) and Checkpoint/Restart (C/R). In both approaches, the Actuator
terminates the job, releases its resources, and resubmits the job to execute later. F/R
restarts the job from the beginning whereas C/R restarts from a recent checkpoint.
We may expect C/R to perform better, but it is more complex. Most C/R libraries
require the application to control checkpointing and restart, and it is impractical to
checkpoint in response to a failed memory allocation and restart from an arbitrary
backtrace. Checkpointing, therefore, has to be done periodically at defined points in
the execution. We found that out-of-memory errors at the system level are rare. In
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fact, in the most extreme scenario,1 less than 1% of jobs fail due to insufficient memory.
We conclude that F/R is sufficient, and present all results using the F/R approach.

8.2 Dynamic Memory Allocation in the BSC Slurm
Simulator

Figure 8.2 shows our approach to evaluate the dynamic allocation of disaggregated
memory using BSC’s Slurm simulator. Our modifications are depicted as orange
boxes. The functions that are partially implemented or adapted to run in a simulated
environment rather than a real system are represented as dotted boxes. It worths
mention that the scheme depicted in this Figure deals with jobs already running in the
system, therefore they are subject to memory usage variation and dynamic memory
management. On the other hand, Figure 6.3 demonstrates the initial static scheduling
and resource allocation of jobs submitted to our disaggregated approach.

In this simulated environment, the Decider module receives the memory usage
from the offline memory usage trace (details on Section 5.2), rather than periodically
receiving the memory status from the nodes in the cluster. This step mimics the
Monitor module feeding the current memory usage to the dynamic memory allocation
policy to enforce the memory usage in case a job exceeds its memory allocation. Our
extension works by executing the following steps: once the system has jobs running,
the simulator will calculate at which simulated time it must issue commands to update
the jobs. To calculate the expected simulation time it uses the job’s progress, which is
its elapsed running time. Since multiple jobs run concurrently, the simulator will use
the job’s earliest progress to update the timer to enforce the new usage in the system.

Once the simulation reaches a particular time, it issues commands to update the
jobs whose progress is within the period. A command specifies the node identification
and its new memory usage. The resource manager then receives a list with the job and
usage of each node to apply the new allocation. The Actuator module then allocates
or deallocates memory to match the node’s current memory usage. We consider the
memory demand to be the maximum memory usage in the time period between the
current progress and the next update, as represented in the original trace. Next,
the Actuator module applies the contention model to update the simulation and job
duration, and the calculated job progress is sent to the Executor module. Since the
simulated Slurmd daemon is a simplified version that emulates the job execution for

1100% large jobs, 50% system, +100% overestimation (see Chapter 5).
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all nodes in the system, it only updates the job duration and the queue of jobs being
simulated instead of actually reconfiguring memory capacity locally and remotely.
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Figure 8.2 Proposed dynamic allocation of disaggregated memory and its integration
into BSC Slurm simulator. The scheme considers jobs already running.

8.3 Allocation Policies
We present our results evaluating the following memory allocation policies:

• Baseline: no disaggregated memory (each job has exclusive access to all resources
on the node).

• Static: disaggregated memory with fixed memory allocation specified in the job
submission (Chapter 6).

• Dynamic: disaggregated memory with dynamic memory allocation policy (Sec-
tion 8.1).
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8.4 Results

8.4.1 System Throughput (Jobs per Second)

Each plot in Figure 8.3 shows the normalized throughput, in jobs completed per second,
on the 𝑦-axis, as a function of the system’s total amount of provisioned memory, on
the 𝑥-axis. The throughput is normalized by dividing the throughput by that of the
baseline approach (no disaggregation) on a system with 100% memory (rightmost
point on the 𝑥-axis). The total system memory capacity is normalized by dividing
it by the total memory capacity of a 100% large node system. The panels in the
left column correspond to +0% overestimation, i.e., the users specify the exact peak
memory footprint, for every job, at job submission time. The panels in the right
column correspond to a more realistic +60% overestimation. The rows show different
proportions of large jobs for the synthetic trace, together with the Grizzly trace at the
bottom.

When the demand for memory consumption is low, e.g. in the top-left panel
corresponding to +0% overestimation (left) and 0% large jobs (top), the system
memory can be reduced to 25% (32 GB per node instead of 128 GB per node), without
any impact on throughput for the disaggregated approaches. Nevertheless, since the
normal jobs require up to 64 GB per node, once the memory provisioning goes below
64 GB per node (50% total system memory), the baseline (no disaggregated memory)
approach becomes unable to run some of the jobs, therefore not showing bars below
50% system. As the proportion of large jobs increases, along the left column, memory
has an increasing effect on system throughput. We see a large difference between
the baseline and static approaches, and up to 12% difference between the static and
dynamic approaches. By reclaiming most of the unused memory from the jobs, so
that each job’s average memory provisioning matches its average (not peak) memory
demands, more jobs are able to run concurrently.

In the right column of the Figure, the peak memory footprint is overestimated by a
more realistic +60%. In this case, the baseline approach is unable to execute all the
jobs, so results are only shown for the two disaggregated memory policies. We also see
a significant difference between the static and dynamic approaches. For example, with
15% large jobs and a system with 25% total memory, the dynamic approach achieves
throughput over 95%, which is 18% above that of the static approach. In summary,
the largest benefit from the dynamic approach is seen for underprovisioned systems
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with a high number of large jobs and also for scenarios in which the users overestimate
their memory demands.
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Figure 8.3 Normalized throughput (𝑦-axis) for each memory configuration (𝑥-axis)
for various job mixes. The left column has +0% memory overestimation and the
right column has +60% overestimation. Bold 𝑥-axis labels identify overprovisioned
memory systems. Missing bars in the plots indicate there are not enough large memory
nodes to run all jobs. The largest benefit from the dynamic approach is seen for
underprovisioned systems with high numbers of large jobs. Continues on the next page.
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Figure 8.3 Continued: Normalized throughput (𝑦-axis) for each memory configuration
(𝑥-axis) for various job mixes. The left column has +0% memory overestimation and
the right column has +60% overestimation. Bold 𝑥-axis labels identify overprovisioned
memory systems. Missing bars in the plots indicate there are not enough large memory
nodes to run all jobs.

8.4.2 Job Response Time

Figure 8.4 shows the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) of the job
response times (waiting time plus runtime). The 𝑥-axis is the response time on a
logarithmic scale and the 𝑦-axis is the cumulative empirical probability, from 0 to 1.
We divide the results into three scenarios: overprovisioned (when the job mix demands
fewer large nodes than is available), matching (job mix demands an equal number
of large nodes), and underprovisioned (job mix demands more large nodes than is
available). For +0% overestimation (top row), all three scenarios show little difference
in performance between the static and dynamic disaggregated memory approaches,
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with a maximum difference in quantile response time of 5%. For +60% overestimation
(bottom row), the matching and underprovisioned systems show a reduced response
time for the dynamic approach, as jobs are able to be scheduled more quickly, leading
to a shorter waiting time in the queue. For the underprovisioned system, the median
response time (𝑦-axis equals 0.5) is reduced by 69%. This is because the dynamic
approach releases unused resources and allows jobs to start earlier, therefore decreasing
the job response times.
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Figure 8.4 Empirical cumulative distribution of response time for different systems and
job mixes. For +60% overestimation and underprovisioned systems (bottom right), the
dynamic approach has a 69% lower median response time (note: logarithmic 𝑥-axis).

8.4.3 Cost–Benefit Analysis

Figure 8.5 shows the results of the cost–benefit analysis, assuming the component costs
given in Table 5.2. The 𝑦-axis is the throughput (jobs per second) per dollar and the
𝑥-axis is the percentage of large jobs. As before, the top row is for +0% overestimation
and the bottom row is for +60% overestimation. Different system configurations are
shown in different panels from left to right. The conservative approach is a system
with 100% memory provisioning (128 GB per node), shown in the left-hand plots.

Depending on the expected memory demands of the jobs during the production,
the operator must choose a memory provisioning, which corresponds to choosing one
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of the panels from left to right. If it is expected that most jobs will have small memory
demands, then the demand will be for 0% large jobs, which is the leftmost point on
the 𝑥-axis of each panel. Choosing the 25% memory (top-right panel), rather than the
100% memory (top-left panel) improves throughput-per-dollar by 8%, which is seen
by comparing the left-most datapoint in the two panels. But the underprovisioned
system is sensitive to the job mix, because, during periods with high proportions of
large memory jobs, the throughput drops dramatically, which is seen by the slope of
the curve. The cost–benefit calculations for the static and dynamic approaches are
similar, but the dynamic approach consistently achieves slightly better throughput by
up to 8%. With a realistic +60% overestimation in job memory demands, seen in the
lower row of panels, the static approach has a much steeper fall off in throughput due
to large memory jobs, while the dynamic approach has behavior that is roughly the
same as in the top row. The gentler fall off for the dynamic approach reduces the risk
of provisioning a system with less memory and it improves the throughput per dollar
by up to 38%.
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Figure 8.5 Cost–benefit analysis: throughput per cost (𝑦-axis) as a function of the job
mix (𝑥-axis). The dynamic approach has a gentler drop in throughput when memory
demand is high, reducing the risk of memory underprovisioning.
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8.4.4 Minimizing Memory to Achieve Defined Throughput

Figure 8.6 shows the amount of resources necessary to keep the system throughput at
a desired threshold (95% of the baseline throughput). We see that the static approach
needs more resources to meet the threshold when we increase the overestimation.
On the other hand, the dynamic approach can reach 95% of the throughput using
further underprovisioned systems even doubling the memory demands. In the best case,
the dynamic achieves the threshold saving almost 40% more memory than the static
approach. The dynamic approach is able to maintain close to maximum throughput
with much fewer resources even in the presence of overestimation.
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Figure 8.6 System resource provisioning (𝑦-axis) as a function of the memory demand
overestimation (𝑥-axis) to achieve 95% of the fully provisioned throughput. Results
are shown for synthetic trace with 50% large jobs.

8.4.5 System Utilization of Memory and CPU

Figure 8.7 shows four scatter plots of system memory utilization on the 𝑦-axis vs.
system CPU utilization on the 𝑥-axis. System CPU utilization is the fraction of cores
in the system that are allocated to jobs. Both utilization figures are relative to the
resources of the system on which the trace was executed. The 𝑦-axis is the amount of
memory used by the application, rather than the potentially larger amount of memory
allocated to it, much of which may be unused. This provides a common basis for
comparison between the static and dynamic approaches.
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As shown in previous sections, the static and dynamic approaches have similar
performance for a match or overprovisioned scenarios with no overestimation. Both
are constrained by CPU with moderated memory utilization. For the underprovisioned
scenarios dynamic approach have a slightly higher utilization. The difference between
the approaches is emphasized even more when the jobs overestimate memory demands.
The dynamic approach achieves higher utilization on both overprovisioned and under-
provisioned scenarios, as a result of releasing unused resources which are thus used
by jobs waiting in the queue. More jobs running in the system increase utilization
for both CPU and memory while decreasing the system’s waiting time. On the other
hand, the static approach will have lower utilization as it will keep unused memory
allocated, therefore preventing jobs to start in compute nodes that had their memory
exhausted by another job, decreasing CPU and memory utilization.
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Figure 8.7 Average memory and CPU utilization. The dynamic approach has higher
memory utilization when memory is underprovisioned or overestimated.

8.4.6 Effect of Overestimation on Individual Job Response
Time

In Chapter 7 we identified a tragedy of the commons situation, which we reconsider
in Figure 8.8. The 𝑥-axis indicates the job response time in a baseline execution
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(with +0% overestimation) and the 𝑦-axis indicates the average job response time in a
modified execution. There are two kinds of users. The solid 0% line is for a “diligent”
user who accurately determines the peak memory footprint, whereas the dashed 100%
line is for a “careless” user whose memory demands are twice the actual consumption.
The red pair of lines is for the static allocation policy. The distance between the red
and black lines shows that the increase in response time doubles, and the similarity
between the two red lines indicates that both kinds of users suffer equally so there
is no incentive to be accurate. In opposition, the blue lines for the dynamic policy
demonstrate that overestimation of the jobs’ memory demands increases response time
by at most 10% since the system takes into account the actual memory consumption
rather than the memory demands. The response time of the dynamic approach is only
slightly affected by users overestimating their memory consumption.
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Figure 8.8 Actual job response time (𝑦-axis) as a function of the job baseline response
time (𝑥-axis +0% overestimation). The response time of the dynamic approach is only
slightly affected by users overestimating the memory consumption, unlike the static
approach.

8.4.7 System Throughput vs. Overestimation

Figure 8.9 shows the throughput, on the 𝑦-axis, as a function of the system memory
capacity, on the 𝑥-axis. Running from top to bottom, each panel shows a different
amount of overestimation, from +0% to +100%. The left column is for the synthetic
trace with 50% large jobs and the right column is for the Grizzly trace.
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Figure 8.9 Effect of memory overestimation on throughput. Each panel is a different
overestimation factor, showing throughput (𝑦-axis) vs total system memory (𝑥-axis).
Missing bars in the plots indicate there are not enough large memory nodes to run all
the jobs. Compared with the static approach, the dynamic approach is less affected by
memory overestimation. Results continue on the next page.
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Figure 8.9 Continued: Effect of memory overestimation on throughput. Each panel is
a different overestimation factor, showing throughput (𝑦-axis) vs total system memory
(𝑥-axis). Missing bars in the plots indicate there are not enough large memory nodes
to run all the jobs.

We observe that for the baseline case (+0% overestimation), the static and dynamic
approaches have similar performance, with the difference appearing when the system is
underprovisioned. However, the difference shows up when the jobs start to overestimate
their demands. It becomes more compelling when the systems are underprovisioned to
run the job mix (on 𝑥-axis systems below 75% total memory). The dynamic approach
experiences slowly the effects of overestimation compared to the static approach. We
can clearly see that having a mechanism to release unused memory is beneficial to the
system with fewer resources as it is able to run more jobs concurrently. For the worst
case (+100% overestimation) the difference between static and dynamic approaches is
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over 38% on a system with 37% of its total memory. In this scenario, the dynamic is
even able to keep the throughput over 80%. It demonstrates that a dynamic approach
is able to run higher load demands on fewer resources with better resource management,
therefore reducing the investments in resources.

8.4.8 Initial Memory Provisioning

In this Chapter, as it is common in most of the current HPC systems, we assume that
the system requires the user to express their memory demands at submission time, and
as a consequence, these demands are likely overestimated. In this section, we analyze
the opposite effect. At submission time, the system will proactively decrease the
memory request submitted by the user and the resource manager’s dynamic memory
management will handle the allocation based on the job’s usage. Figure 8.10 presents
the normalized throughput (𝑦-axis) as a function of the decreased memory requested
by all jobs (𝑥-axis) considering different job mixes and systems large node ratio. In
this experiment, we use as the starting point the scenario in which the jobs do not
overestimate (+0%) their demands, and then we uniformly decrease all jobs memory
requests at submission time.
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Figure 8.10 Normalized throughput (𝑦-axis) as a function of the decreased memory
requested by all jobs (𝑥-axis) considering different ratios of large capacity nodes in the
system. Decreasing memory requests does improve performance.
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We can notice that there are no cases when decreasing the initial memory request
(going to the right on the 𝑥-axis) improves the performance. For job large mixes 0%,
15%, and 25% (top row), decreasing the memory request does not have an impact on
the overall performance even when the system is underprovisioned. The reason is that
the majority of the systems are overprovisioned to run these job mixes. The compute
nodes allocated to the jobs have enough memory to satisfy the job demands and its
execution, therefore they will not need to contend for remote memory capacity.

On the contrary, the findings indicate that when job demands exceed the system
provisioning in underprovisioned scenarios, the throughput decreases for larger job
mixes (50%, 75%, and 100% mixes) even if the submitted memory request is not
reduced (0% on the x-axis). However, if the system is provisioned to meet the memory
requirements of the job mix (matched or overprovisioned scenarios), decreasing the
memory request has little impact on overall performance. Nonetheless, we did observe
a slight decline in performance when the memory request was reduced, with reductions
of 1%, 4%, and 10% for the most extreme case (100% reduction in memory request on
a 0% large node system) in the bottom row of the graph.
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Figure 8.11 Averaged normalized failure per job (𝑦-axis) as a function of decreasing
memory requests for all jobs (𝑥-axis) considering different ratios of large capacity nodes
in the system. The number of failures rises when there is a disparity between the
system and job mix, as well as when the initial memory request is decreased.

Figure 8.11 helps to explain the reason why decreasing the memory request at
submission time does not perform well for underprovisioned scenarios. It shows the
average normalized failure per job (𝑦-axis) as a function of the decreased memory
requested by all jobs (𝑥-axis). Only three scenarios consistently presented failures, as we
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can see in the Figure. It is evident that the greater the reduction in the memory request,
the greater the number of job failures, especially for systems that are underprovisioned
to handle the job mix. This effect can be attributed to the system being more aggressive
in initiating jobs with low initial memory allocation. Consequently, jobs with varying
memory requirements end up competing for remote memory allocation simultaneously,
resulting in some of them failing to allocate memory. These jobs are then terminated
and requeued for later execution, resulting in a higher rate of failures and a decrease
in the overall performance of the system.

8.4.9 Sharing of Memory Capacity in the System

Figure 8.12 summarizes the overall percentage of nodes sharing memory capacity over
time in the system (𝑦-axis) as a function of the total system memory capacity (𝑥-axis).
Each panel represents different job mixes submitted to the system, considering the
baseline execution case of +0% overestimation. We can observe that increasing the
memory capacity in the system (going to the right on the 𝑥-axis) will decrease the
percentage of nodes sharing memory, as the system will have more provisioned nodes
with enough resources to satisfy the job’s demands. Jobs will not need to go remotely
to allocate memory capacity, therefore the system will have better overall performance.
However, whenever the jobs are scheduled to less provisioned nodes in any system,
they will borrow memory capacity from remote nodes.

The static approach consistently has a higher percentage of nodes sharing memory
capacity than the dynamic approach. As an example, for all executions of the job large
mix 100% (bottom row and rightmost panel), the static approach has a median of 31%
of the nodes sharing memory, while for the dynamic approach, this percentage is 18.8%.
It translates to more than 40% fewer nodes sharing memory when the system uses the
dynamic approach. The highest percentage achieved is on the most underprovisioned
system (28% total memory) with a median of 59.4% for the static and 39.8% for the
dynamic approach. This difference is due to the fact that once the static approach
allocates memory to a job, it will be retained throughout its execution and consequently,
other jobs will have to share capacity in order to execute. On the other hand, using the
dynamic approach the system will release unused memory capacity from jobs during
their low usage period and likely share most of the capacity during their high usage
period.
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Figure 8.12 Percentage of nodes in the system sharing memory capacity (𝑦-axis)
as a function of each memory configuration (𝑥-axis) considering different jobs large
mix (+0% overestimation). The static approach has a higher percentage of sharing
resources.

8.5 Conclusion
Disaggregated memory breaks the rigid boundaries between nodes to provide memory
as a system-wide pooled resource. State-of-the-art resource management systems for
disaggregated memory statically allocate memory to each job, so memory resources
management systems require the user to specify the job’s peak memory demand.
According to the memory demand specified at submission time, the allocated memory
will remain unchanged throughout the job’s entire execution.

This Chapter makes a case for a dynamic approach, which adapts the current alloca-
tion to the actual memory usage and reclaims much of the overallocated disaggregated
memory. Thus improving throughput and waiting time, and increasing throughput per
dollar by up to 38%. Furthermore, the presented approach also reduces the need for
the user to provide an accurate bound on the memory footprint. Our experiments are
based on publicly available traces, and all source code is available open source in the
hope that others reproduce and build upon our work.
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusion

This Chapter summarizes the discussions and accomplishments achieved in this
thesis. We began this thesis by addressing a generic approach to predict perfor-

mance degradation due to the sharing of resources. The emerging proposal of a novel
disaggregated memory architecture to allow a flexible and fine–grained allocation of
memory capacity to compute nodes shifts the focus to sharing capacity, rather than
coherent sharing of data as in the traditional shared memory processors. Sharing
common memory devices or interfaces may incur an unsatisfactory loss of performance
because concurrent memory access requests can saturate the components.

Part II of this thesis presented a Slowdown based methodology to build a contention
model to predict the performance degradation that results from contention in remote
memory access. We enhanced the methodology by adding the concepts of smoothing
and read/write memory access ratio to create the correct sensitivity curve, in order to
increase the accuracy and similarity with real executions. Using the characterization of
an application’s sensitivity to contentious pressure from remote access to the memory
subsystem, we were able to predict an application’s performance in a pairwise execution
with 1.19% prediction error on average and 14.6% in the worst case.

In Part III of this thesis we explored disaggregated–memory–aware in the context of
HPC resource management. In this direction, we proposed an extension to the Slurm
resource manager to allocate memory capacity to jobs in a disaggregated memory
system and its evaluation at scale. Since research in job scheduling requires a simulation
platform that is both faster and less intrusive than running on a real system, we also
extended an existing Slurm simulator to support disaggregated memories and to account
for memory bandwidth contention in disaggregated memory leveraging our developed
Slowdown based method. Our results showed that depending on the level of imbalance
between the system and memory demands of scheduled jobs, memory disaggregation
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enables resource savings of up to 33% compared to the state–of–the–art resource
manager.

In sequence, we dove into the effects of memory demands on the system’s overall
throughput, response times, and efficiency. It is known that users must express
beforehand their resource demands when submitting jobs to HPC systems. The request
will be based on users’ knowledge or ability to estimate the resources necessary to run
the job. Consequently, they will likely overestimate their demands to avoid having
the job killed by running out of resources. According to various assumptions on the
user’s ability to predict memory consumption, we found that even when there is a
large effect on system throughput (-25%) and response time (5× higher), there is a
very little direct incentive for the users to be accurate in their estimates, with only an
8% increase in response time.

We further demonstrated that dynamic memory assignment delivers improvements
up to 18% in throughput, 38% in throughput per dollar, and up to 69% reduction in
job response time (median), compared to a static policy, when there are imbalanced
memory usage and overestimated demands on underprovisioned systems. Adapting the
actual memory usage reduces the need for the user to provide an accurate bound on
the memory footprint, therefore increasing the throughput and efficiency of the system.

9.1 Future Work
Disaggregated systems have been proposed to become the standard method to build
more efficient HPC infrastructures to achieve higher exascale performances. Although
in its infancy, simulations and analysis around this new architecture are important
to better understand disruptive architectural changes on future systems and to guide
future researches on design space exploration. The analysis carried out in this thesis will
become a valuable starting point for other studies as disaggregated systems continue
to evolve. The remainder of this Section describes some interesting ideas and proposes
new paths that would enhance the findings in this thesis.
Slowdown Based Methodology — Interesting avenues to build on this work in
the future include taking account of the multiple execution phases in a single run
of an application and reducing the need to profile them in advance. During the
development and execution of the methodology, we acknowledge the applications go
through different phases during a single run, which incurs dynamically varying levels
of contention. However, we use makespan as a metric of interest, thus it allows us to
analyze the problem on per–workload “average” granularity. Another enhancement to
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the methodology would be upgrading the contention model to account for other sources
of delay, i.e. networking and distance-dependent latency, that impact the application’s
performance when accessing the disaggregated memory thus making the model more
precise.

Additionally, for profiling unknown applications it could be possible during the
execution of the target application with an unknown interfering application, to pause
the target application for a short time to collect the performance counters of the
interfering application on–the–fly and calculate its remote memory bandwidth. At that
point, we would be able to predict the performance of the target application. However,
this approach would have to be dynamically repeated throughout the execution to
account for the different phases of the interfering application.

It is also important to point out that the slowdown method is only used for validation
in our methodology. Its adaptation to a new architecture would be considerably
straightforward since the complexity of the methodology scales linearly with the
number of applications (as mentioned in Chapter 4). Furthermore, the numbers used
in our model could also be calibrated to reflect the performance of the applications on
the new system whenever the platform changes.
Disaggregated Memory Policies — A lot of research work around the RJMS
has been carried out to solve problems related to the current state–of–art on HPC
systems and their evolving memory hierarchy, but disaggregated systems are still under
development. Moreover, allocation policies are not well understood in these novel
disaggregated memory systems, making it important to investigate them to discover
the best algorithm or heuristics to be employed for both performance and efficiency.
In this context, it could be interesting to perform a broader design exploration and
an evaluation at scale for new scheduling and allocation policies considering different
types of components and layouts in the memory subsystems and the impact of their
access speed on the application performance.
Pricing Schemes and System Cost — Access to large-scale HPC infrastructures
usually requires the submission of proposals to undergo a peer-review process describing
computational resources, and usually, resource usage is charged based on core-hours.
From an operator’s point of view, an interesting analysis would be analyzing fair pricing
models to access disaggregated systems considering the contention experienced by the
users due to the sharing of resources and the system’s overall performance. As in cloud
service providers, billing usage in HPC centers could follow the concepts of on-demand
resource provisioning to reduce investment. We also envisage that the simulations are
a very interesting approach to aid procurement decisions when building large HPC
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systems. It would be used to realize a more in-depth analyze of architectural options
and decide what would be the best cost-benefit infrastructure to be deployed for the
workload characteristics running in the center.
Job Trace Methodology — The study and design of computer systems require
good models of the workload because it has a large effect on the observed performance.
Therefore, realistic workloads are crucial to determine performance in practice. The
need for realistic workloads is important in evaluating supercomputers because they
are very expensive, therefore it is rarely an option to conduct extensive experiments
in production. For our analysis, we presented a methodology to generate and use
synthetic traces as well as the memory profile of existing systems. Usually profiling logs
are sensitive data for HPC and research centers, so it could be interesting providing
new workload models that would make possible the creation of new workload traces
that are statistically similar to the memory profile of common applications that run
on existing HPC systems. More detailed memory profile traces would be interesting
to analyze the effects of memory hierarchic and memory demands on the designed
infrastructures.

Dynamic Monitor Module — System’s continuous measurement is an important
aspect of an HPC infrastructure to detect and solve problems. Monitoring the job’s
performance using hardware performance counters with negligible overhead allows
the operator or system software to correctly assess the system’s state and step in for
efficient resource utilization. Frameworks as LDMS [78] already demonstrated low
overhead and good scalability to thousands of nodes with sampling intervals on the
order of seconds. In our envisaged scenario, the agent on each node not only monitors
the state of the application but also intercepts memory allocations beyond the actual
node allocation. It intercepts and forwards the info with low latency to the controller
which is able to expand the job’s allocated memory capacity. Interesting avenues in this
direction are analyzing the impact of the granularity in which the controller allocates
the memory to maximize job and system’s efficiency.

In summary, this thesis has demonstrated a methodology to build a contention
model to predict performance degradation due to the interference of memory bandwidth
for single and multi node applications and an evaluation at scale of a disaggregated–
memory–aware job scheduler. We believe our study provides valuable insights into the
importance of design space exploration for disaggregated memory HPC systems. We
demonstrate that by understanding disruptive architectural changes on future systems
and the demands of the workloads, system provisioning can be carefully designed to
achieve the best cost–benefit.



APPENDIX A

Sensitivity Curves

In this Appendix, we present the sensitivity curves for all single and multi node
applications profiled in Part II of this dissertation. Specifically, Part II of this thesis
focused on presenting the performance prediction methodology to build the contention
model used in our simulations. In this regard, we introduced a Slowdown based method
that correlates interfering memory bandwidth and the application’s performance. We
also showed that contention is sensitive to the ratio between read and write memory
access.
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Figure 1.1 Sensitivity curve for all single node applications profiled in this thesis.
Each line corresponds to a specific read/write ratio going from 50% Read to 100%
Read, with the lighter lines indicating a higher percentage of read.
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Figure 1.2 Sensitivity curve for all multi node applications profiled in this thesis. The
applications run using 4 nodes.
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Figure 1.3 Sensitivity curve for all multi node applications profiled in this thesis. The
applications run using 16 nodes.
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